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DESCRIPTION
FIELD OF THE INVENTION

[0001] This application is related to wireless communications.

BACKGROUND

[0002] A communication device, such as a wireless transmit/receive unit (WTRU), may 
communicate with a remote device via a communication system. The WTRU may be 
configured to perform machine-to-machine (M2M) or machine-type communications (MTC), 
which are communications that may be performed without human interaction. This form of 
communications may have applications in smart metering, home automation, eHealth, fleet 
management, and other similar environments.

[0003] It may be desirable to improve the service coverage of a device or type of device, (for 
example, a long term evolution (LTE) or LTE-Advanced (LTE-A) device), such as a low-cost 
MTC device by, for example, up to a number of dB, (for example, 20 dB), as compared to the 
LTE cell coverage defined for devices other than the low-cost MTC devices. In this case, the 
requirements for throughput and latency may be relaxed. For example, message size may be 
limited, such as on the order of a maximum of 100 bytes per message in the uplink (UL) and/or 
20 bytes per message in the downlink (DL). In another example, latency may be relaxed so as 
to allow up to 10 seconds for the DL and/or up to an hour for the UL. Such relaxation of 
requirements may preclude support for certain services, such as voice.

[0004] _3rd Generation Partnership Project; Technical Specification; Technical Specification 
Group Radio Access Network; Evolved Universal Terrestrial Radio Access (E-UTRA); LTE 
coverage enhancements (Release 11): relate to LTE coverage enhancements. The document 
identifies potential coverage issues, and investigates associated solutions.

SUMMARY

[0005] A method and wireless transmit/receive unit (WTRU) are described for operating the
WTRU using a coverage enhancement mode according to the independent Claims 6 and 1. In
an example, a method for operating using a coverage enhancement mode at the WTRU,
comprising the steps of: receiving a physical random access channel, (PRACH,) configuration
from an eNode-B; transmitting, using the PRACH, a first random access preamble using a first
coverage enhancement level; and on a condition that a random access response message is
not received, within an allotted random access response time window, in response to the first
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random access preamble, transmitting, using the PRACH, a second random access preamble 
using a second coverage enhancement level, wherein the first and second coverage 
enhancement levels are each associated with a repetition factor that is a positive integer that 
indicates a number of times to repeat each random access preamble, wherein the first 
coverage enhancement level is associated with a first repetition factor that is lower than a 
second repetition factor that is associated with the second coverage enhancement level.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0006] A more detailed understanding may be had from the following description, given by way 
of example in conjunction with the accompanying drawings wherein:

FIG. 1A is a system diagram of an example communications system in which one or more 
disclosed embodiments may be implemented;

FIG. 1B is a system diagram of an example wireless transmit/receive unit (WTRU) that may be 
used within the communications system illustrated in FIG. 1A;

FIG. 1C is a system diagram of an example radio access network and an example core 
network that may be used within the communications system illustrated in FIG. 1A;

FIG. 2 is a diagram of an example of transmission time interval (TTI) bundling with a TTI 
bundle of four consecutive TTIs;

FIG. 1C is a system diagram of an example radio access network and an example core 
network that may be used within the communications system illustrated in FIG. 1A;

FIG. 2 is a diagram of an example of transmission time interval (TTI) bundling with a TTI 
bundle of four consecutive TTIs;

FIG. 3 is a diagram of example of layer 2 (L2) processing for an incoming data packet;

FIG. 4 is a diagram of an example mapping of modulation symbols for a physical uplink control 
channel (PUCCH);

FIG. 5 is a diagram of an example of a physical control format indicator channel (PCFICH) and 
physical hybrid automatic repeat request (HARQ) indicator channel (PHICH) resource element 
group (REG) allocation according to a physical cell identifier (PCI);

FIG. 6 is a diagram of an example cyclic RV assignment with RV order {0, 1,2, 3};

FIG. 7 is a diagram of an example cyclic RV assignment with RV order {0, 2, 1,3};

FIG. 8 is a diagram of an example cyclic RV assignment without window size;

FIG. 9 is a diagram of an example of TTI bundling with bitmap indication;
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FIG. 10 is a diagram illustrating example behavior of a legacy WTRU for an ACK/NACK 
repetition embodiment;

FIG. 11 is a diagram of an example of ACK/NACK repetition for DL subframe bundling;

FIG. 12 is a diagram of different identifications of frames and blocks of a preamble for a 
random access channel (RACH) procedure; and

FIG. 13 is a diagram of an example of window-based downlink transmission.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[0007] The invention is set out in the appended set of claims. The embodiments, aspects 
and/or examples of the following description which are not covered by the appended claims 
are considered as not being part of the present invention. FIG. 1A is a diagram of an example 
communications system 100 in which one or more disclosed embodiments may be 
implemented. The communications system 100 may be a multiple access system that provides 
content, such as voice, data, video, messaging, broadcast, etc., to multiple wireless users. The 
communications system 100 may enable multiple wireless users to access such content 
through the sharing of system resources, including wireless bandwidth. For example, the 
communications systems 100 may employ one or more channel access methods, such as 
code division multiple access (CDMA), time division multiple access (TDMA), frequency division 
multiple access (FDMA), orthogonal FDMA (OFDMA), single-carrier FDMA (SC-FDMA), and 
the like.

[0008] As shown in FIG. 1A, the communications system 100 may include wireless 
transmit/receive units (WTRUs) 102a, 102b, 102c, 102d, a radio access network (RAN) 104, a 
core network 106, a public switched telephone network (PSTN) 108, the Internet 110, and 
other networks 112, though it will be appreciated that the disclosed embodiments contemplate 
any number of WTRUs, base stations, networks, and/or network elements. Each of the WTRUs 
102a, 102b, 102c, 102d may be any type of device configured to operate and/or communicate 
in a wireless environment. By way of example, the WTRUs 102a, 102b, 102c, 102d may be 
configured to transmit and/or receive wireless signals and may include user equipment (UE), a 
mobile station, a fixed or mobile subscriber unit, a pager, a cellular telephone, a personal 
digital assistant (PDA), a smartphone, a laptop, a netbook, a personal computer, a wireless 
sensor, consumer electronics, machine to machine and the like.

[0009] The communications systems 100 may also include a base station 114a and a base
station 114b. Each of the base stations 114a, 114b may be any type of device configured to
wirelessly interface with at least one of the WTRUs 102a, 102b, 102c, 102d to facilitate access
to one or more communication networks, such as the core network 106, the Internet 110,
and/or the other networks 112. By way of example, the base stations 114a, 114b may be a
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base transceiver station (BTS), a Node-B, an eNode B, a Home Node B, a Home eNode B, a 
site controller, an access point (AP), a wireless router, and the like. While the base stations 
114a, 114b are each depicted as a single element, it will be appreciated that the base stations 
114a, 114b may include any number of interconnected base stations and/or network elements.

[0010] The base station 114a may be part of the RAN 104, which may also include other base 
stations and/or network elements (not shown), such as a base station controller (BSC), a radio 
network controller (RNC), relay nodes, etc. The base station 114a and/or the base station 114b 
may be configured to transmit and/or receive wireless signals within a particular geographic 
region, which may be referred to as a cell (not shown). The cell may further be divided into cell 
sectors. For example, the cell associated with the base station 114a may be divided into three 
sectors. Thus, in one embodiment, the base station 114a may include three transceivers, i.e., 
one for each sector of the cell. In another embodiment, the base station 114a may employ 
multiple-input multiple-output (ΜΙΜΟ) technology and, therefore, may utilize multiple 
transceivers for each sector of the cell.

[0011] The base stations 114a, 114b may communicate with one or more of the WTRUs 102a, 
102b, 102c, 102d over an air interface 116, which may be any suitable wireless communication 
link (e.g., radio frequency (RF), microwave, infrared (IR), ultraviolet (UV), visible light, etc.). 
The air interface 116 may be established using any suitable radio access technology (RAT).

[0012] More specifically, as noted above, the communications system 100 may be a multiple 
access system and may employ one or more channel access schemes, such as CDMA, TDMA, 
FDMA, OFDMA, SC-FDMA, and the like. For example, the base station 114a in the RAN 104 
and the WTRUs 102a, 102b, 102c may implement a radio technology such as Universal Mobile 
Telecommunications System (UMTS) Terrestrial Radio Access (UTRA), which may establish 
the air interface 116 using wideband CDMA (WCDMA). WCDMA may include communication 
protocols such as High-Speed Packet Access (HSPA) and/or Evolved HSPA (HSPA+). HSPA 
may include High-Speed Downlink Packet Access (HSDPA) and/or High-Speed Uplink Packet 
Access (HSUPA).

[0013] In another embodiment, the base station 114a and the WTRUs 102a, 102b, 102c may 
implement a radio technology such as Evolved UMTS Terrestrial Radio Access (E-UTRA), 
which may establish the air interface 116 using Long Term Evolution (LTE) and/or LTE- 
Advanced (LTE-A).

[0014] In other embodiments, the base station 114a and the WTRUs 102a, 102b, 102c may
implement radio technologies such as IEEE 802.16 (i.e., Worldwide Interoperability for
Microwave Access (WiMAX)), CDMA2000, CDMA2000 1X, CDMA2000 EV-DO, Interim
Standard 2000 (IS-2000), Interim Standard 95 (IS-95), Interim Standard 856 (IS-856), Global
System for Mobile communications (GSM), Enhanced Data rates for GSM Evolution (EDGE),
GSM EDGE (GERAN), and the like.

[0015] The base station 114b in FIG. 1A may be a wireless router, Home Node B, Home
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eNode B, or access point, for example, and may utilize any suitable RAT for facilitating wireless 
connectivity in a localized area, such as a place of business, a home, a vehicle, a campus, and 
the like. In one embodiment, the base station 114b and the WTRUs 102c, 102d may implement 
a radio technology such as IEEE 802.11 to establish a wireless local area network (WLAN). In 
another embodiment, the base station 114b and the WTRUs 102c, 102d may implement a 
radio technology such as IEEE 802.15 to establish a wireless personal area network (WPAN). 
In yet another embodiment, the base station 114b and the WTRUs 102c, 102d may utilize a 
cellular-based RAT (e.g., WCDMA, CDMA2000, GSM, LTE, LTE-A, etc.) to establish a picocell 
or femtocell. As shown in FIG. 1A, the base station 114b may have a direct connection to the 
Internet 110. Thus, the base station 114b may not be required to access the Internet 110 via 
the core network 106.

[0016] The RAN 104 may be in communication with the core network 106, which may be any 
type of network configured to provide voice, data, applications, and/or voice over internet 
protocol (VoIP) services to one or more of the WTRUs 102a, 102b, 102c, 102d. For example, 
the core network 106 may provide call control, billing services, mobile location-based services, 
pre-paid calling, Internet connectivity, video distribution, etc., and/or perform high-level security 
functions, such as user authentication. Although not shown in FIG. 1A, it will be appreciated 
that the RAN 104 and/or the core network 106 may be in direct or indirect communication with 
other RANs that employ the same RAT as the RAN 104 or a different RAT. For example, in 
addition to being connected to the RAN 104, which may be utilizing an E-UTRA radio 
technology, the core network 106 may also be in communication with another RAN (not shown) 
employing a GSM radio technology.

[0017] The core network 106 may also serve as a gateway for the WTRUs 102a, 102b, 102c, 
102d to access the PSTN 108, the Internet 110, and/or other networks 112. The PSTN 108 
may include circuit-switched telephone networks that provide plain old telephone service 
(POTS). The Internet 110 may include a global system of interconnected computer networks 
and devices that use common communication protocols, such as the transmission control 
protocol (TCP), user datagram protocol (UDP) and the internet protocol (IP) in the TCP/IP 
internet protocol suite. The networks 112 may include wired or wireless communications 
networks owned and/or operated by other service providers. For example, the networks 112 
may include another core network connected to one or more RANs, which may employ the 
same RAT as the RAN 104 or a different RAT.

[0018] Some or all of the WTRUs 102a, 102b, 102c, 102d in the communications system 100 
may include multi-mode capabilities, i.e., the WTRUs 102a, 102b, 102c, 102d may include 
multiple transceivers for communicating with different wireless networks over different wireless 
links. For example, the WTRU 102c shown in FIG. 1A may be configured to communicate with 
the base station 114a, which may employ a cellular-based radio technology, and with the base 
station 114b, which may employ an IEEE 802 radio technology.

[0019] FIG. 1B is a system diagram of an example WTRU 102. As shown in FIG. 1B, the 
WTRU 102 may include a processor 118, a transceiver 120, a transmit/receive element 122, a
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speaker/microphone 124, a keypad 126, a display/touchpad 128, non-removable memory 130, 
removable memory 132, a power source 134, a global positioning system (GPS) chipset 136, 
and other peripherals 138. It will be appreciated that the WTRU 102 may include any sub
combination of the foregoing elements while remaining consistent with an embodiment.

[0020] The processor 118 may be a general purpose processor, a special purpose processor, 
a conventional processor, a digital signal processor (DSP), a plurality of microprocessors, one 
or more microprocessors in association with a DSP core, a controller, a microcontroller, 
Application Specific Integrated Circuits (ASICs), Field Programmable Gate Array (FPGAs) 
circuits, any other type of integrated circuit (IC), a state machine, and the like. The processor 
118 may perform signal coding, data processing, power control, input/output processing, 
and/or any other functionality that enables the WTRU 102 to operate in a wireless 
environment. The processor 118 may be coupled to the transceiver 120, which may be 
coupled to the transmit/receive element 122. While FIG. 1B depicts the processor 118 and the 
transceiver 120 as separate components, it will be appreciated that the processor 118 and the 
transceiver 120 may be integrated together in an electronic package or chip.

[0021] The transmit/receive element 122 may be configured to transmit signals to, or receive 
signals from, a base station (e.g., the base station 114a) over the air interface 116. For 
example, in one embodiment, the transmit/receive element 122 may be an antenna configured 
to transmit and/or receive RF signals. In another embodiment, the transmit/receive element 
122 may be an emitter/detector configured to transmit and/or receive IR, UV, or visible light 
signals, for example. In yet another embodiment, the transmit/receive element 122 may be 
configured to transmit and receive both RF and light signals. It will be appreciated that the 
transmit/receive element 122 may be configured to transmit and/or receive any combination of 
wireless signals.

[0022] In addition, although the transmit/receive element 122 is depicted in FIG. 1B as a single 
element, the WTRU 102 may include any number of transmit/receive elements 122. More 
specifically, the WTRU 102 may employ ΜΙΜΟ technology. Thus, in one embodiment, the 
WTRU 102 may include two or more transmit/receive elements 122 (e.g., multiple antennas) 
for transmitting and receiving wireless signals over the air interface 116.

[0023] The transceiver 120 may be configured to modulate the signals that are to be 
transmitted by the transmit/receive element 122 and to demodulate the signals that are 
received by the transmit/receive element 122. As noted above, the WTRU 102 may have multi
mode capabilities. Thus, the transceiver 120 may include multiple transceivers for enabling the 
WTRU 102 to communicate via multiple RATs, such as UTRA and IEEE 802.11, for example. 

[0024] The processor 118 of the WTRU 102 may be coupled to, and may receive user input
data from, the speaker/microphone 124, the keypad 126, and/or the display/touchpad 128
(e.g., a liquid crystal display (LCD) display unit or organic light-emitting diode (OLED) display
unit). The processor 118 may also output user data to the speaker/microphone 124, the
keypad 126, and/or the display/touchpad 128. In addition, the processor 118 may access
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information from, and store data in, any type of suitable memory, such as the non-removable 
memory 130 and/or the removable memory 132. The non-removable memory 130 may include 
random-access memory (RAM), read-only memory (ROM), a hard disk, or any other type of 
memory storage device. The removable memory 132 may include a subscriber identity module 
(SIM) card, a memory stick, a secure digital (SD) memory card, and the like. In other 
embodiments, the processor 118 may access information from, and store data in, memory that 
is not physically located on the WTRU 102, such as on a server or a home computer (not 
shown).

[0025] The processor 118 may receive power from the power source 134, and may be 
configured to distribute and/or control the power to the other components in the WTRU 102. 
The power source 134 may be any suitable device for powering the WTRU 102. For example, 
the power source 134 may include one or more dry cell batteries (e.g., nickel-cadmium (NiCd), 
nickel-zinc (NiZn), nickel metal hydride (NiMH), lithium-ion (Li-ion), etc.), solar cells, fuel cells, 
and the like.

[0026] The processor 118 may also be coupled to the GPS chipset 136, which may be 
configured to provide location information (e.g., longitude and latitude) regarding the current 
location of the WTRU 102. In addition to, or in lieu of, the information from the GPS chipset 
136, the WTRU 102 may receive location information over the air interface 116 from a base 
station (e.g., base stations 114a, 114b) and/or determine its location based on the timing of the 
signals being received from two or more nearby base stations. It will be appreciated that the 
WTRU 102 may acquire location information by way of any suitable location-determination 
method while remaining consistent with an embodiment.

[0027] The processor 118 may further be coupled to other peripherals 138, which may include 
one or more software and/or hardware modules that provide additional features, functionality 
and/or wired or wireless connectivity. For example, the peripherals 138 may include an 
accelerometer, an e-compass, a satellite transceiver, a digital camera (for photographs or 
video), a universal serial bus (USB) port, a vibration device, a television transceiver, a hands 
free headset, a Bluetooth® module, a frequency modulated (FM) radio unit, a digital music 
player, a media player, a video game player module, an Internet browser, and the like.

[0028] FIG. 1C is a system diagram of the RAN 104 and the core network 106 according to an 
embodiment. As noted above, the RAN 104 may employ an E-UTRA radio technology to 
communicate with the WTRUs 102a, 102b, 102c over the air interface 116. The RAN 104 may 
also be in communication with the core network 106.

[0029] The RAN 104 may include eNode-Bs 140a, 140b, 140c, though it will be appreciated
that the RAN 104 may include any number of eNode-Bs while remaining consistent with an
embodiment. The eNode-Bs 140a, 140b, 140c may each include one or more transceivers for
communicating with the WTRUs 102a, 102b, 102c over the air interface 116. In one
embodiment, the eNode-Bs 140a, 140b, 140c may implement ΜΙΜΟ technology. Thus, the
eNode-B 140a, for example, may use multiple antennas to transmit wireless signals to, and
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receive wireless signals from, the WTRU 102a.

[0030] Each of the eNode-Bs 140a, 140b, 140c may be associated with a particular cell (not 
shown) and may be configured to handle radio resource management decisions, handover 
decisions, scheduling of users in the uplink and/or downlink, and the like. As shown in FIG. 1C, 
the eNode-Bs 140a, 140b, 140c may communicate with one another over an X2 interface.

[0031] The core network 106 shown in FIG. 1C may include a mobility management entity 
gateway (MME) 142, a serving gateway 144, and a packet data network (PDN) gateway 146. 
While each of the foregoing elements are depicted as part of the core network 106, it will be 
appreciated that any one of these elements may be owned and/or operated by an entity other 
than the core network operator.

[0032] The MME 142 may be connected to each of the eNode-Bs 140a, 140b, 140c in the 
RAN 104 via an S1 interface and may serve as a control node. For example, the MME 142 
may be responsible for authenticating users of the WTRUs 102a, 102b, 102c, bearer 
activation/deactivation, selecting a particular serving gateway during an initial attach of the 
WTRUs 102a, 102b, 102c, and the like. The MME 142 may also provide a control plane 
function for switching between the RAN 104 and other RANs (not shown) that employ other 
radio technologies, such as GSM or WCDMA.

[0033] The serving gateway 144 may be connected to each of the eNode Bs 140a, 140b, 140c 
in the RAN 104 via the S1 interface. The serving gateway 144 may generally route and forward 
user data packets to/from the WTRUs 102a, 102b, 102c. The serving gateway 144 may also 
perform other functions, such as anchoring user planes during inter-eNode B handovers, 
triggering paging when downlink data is available for the WTRUs 102a, 102b, 102c, managing 
and storing contexts of the WTRUs 102a, 102b, 102c, and the like.

[0034] The serving gateway 144 may also be connected to the PDN gateway 146, which may 
provide the WTRUs 102a, 102b, 102c with access to packet-switched networks, such as the 
Internet 110, to facilitate communications between the WTRUs 102a, 102b, 102c and IP- 
enabled devices.

[0035] The core network 106 may facilitate communications with other networks. For example, 
the core network 106 may provide the WTRUs 102a, 102b, 102c with access to circuit- 
switched networks, such as the PSTN 108, to facilitate communications between the WTRUs 
102a, 102b, 102c and traditional land-line communications devices. For example, the core 
network 106 may include, or may communicate with, an IP gateway (e.g., an IP multimedia 
subsystem (IMS) server) that serves as an interface between the core network 106 and the 
PSTN 108. In addition, the core network 106 may provide the WTRUs 102a, 102b, 102c with 
access to the networks 112, which may include other wired or wireless networks that are 
owned and/or operated by other service providers.

[0036] Transmission time interval (TTI) bundling may enhance uplink (UL) coverage for a user 
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or WTRU that experiences limited UL coverage, for example as its transmission power 
approaches the maximum. Using TTI bundling, the same data may be transmitted in multiple 
consecutive TTIs, which may allow the WTRU to extend the effective transmission time window 
for the data. For example up to four consecutive TTIs may be bundled for frequency division 
duplex (FDD) LTE, which may extend the effective transmission time window by up to four 
times. A single transport block may be coded and transmitted with different redundancy 
versions (RVs) in each of the consecutive subframes, where subframe and TTI may be used 
interchangeably. For example, the consecutive TTIs in the same TTI bundle may be assigned 
to consecutive RVs. The same hybrid automatic repeat request (HARQ) process number may 
be assigned to all TTIs in a TTI bundle, and all TTIs within a TTI bundle may be treated as a 
single resource, where a single UL grant and a single acknowledgement/negative 
acknowledgement (ACK/NACK), (e.g., physical HARQ indicator channel (PHICH)), may be 
associated with them. A TTI bundling mechanism may be configured by higher layer signaling 
per WTRU. In FDD TTI bundling, the roundtrip time (RTT) for every re-transmission may be 
equal to 16 ms. When the FDD TTI bundling is activated, the WTRU may receive the UL grant 
for the first subframe in the TTI bundle according to the rules of an FDD UL grant, and once 
the UL data is transmitted in a TTI bundle, a PHICH, or other UL grant, may be expected by 
the WTRU according to PHICH rules corresponding to the last subframe of that TTI bundle. 
The rules may be for example, 3GPP Release 8 rules.

[0037] FIG. 2 is a diagram of an example of TTI bundling with a TTI bundle of four consecutive 
TTIs. In the example, HARQ ID #0 includes four bundled TTIs 205, the ACK/NACK 210 is 
received four TTIs after the last TTI of the TTI bundle 205, and re-transmission occurs sixteen 
TTIs after the first TTI of the initial transmission. Once FDD TTI bundling is activated, the 
WTRU may support up to a certain number of HARQ processes, for example up to four for 
3GPP Release 10. In FDD operation, all TTI bundles of the same HARQ process may have the 
same number of UL subframes, may have the same pattern, (for example, including 
consecutive UL subframes), and may be uniformly distributed in the time domain.

[0038] FIG. 3 is a diagram of example of layer 2 (L2) processing 300 for an incoming data 
packet 305. In general, the incoming data packet 305 may be processed through a packet data 
convergence protocol (PDCP) layer or entity 310, a radio link control (RLC) layer or entity 312, 
a medium access control (MAC) layer or entity 314 and a physical (PHY) layer or entity 316. In 
the example, a PDCP header 320 is appended to the incoming packet that is to be transmitted 
in the DL or UL direction. The example illustrated is simplified for low data rates where the RLC 
layer 312 segments, but does not concatenate, PDCP protocol data units (PDUs), (for 
example, into 3 RLC PDUs 325), such that each MAC PDU 330 may include a single RLC 
service data unit (SDU) 325. In this manner, the protocol header overhead for each layer may 
include a PDCP header (e.g., eight bits) 320 which may include a number of bits, e.g., one bit, 
for data or control PDU indication and may include other bits, e.g., seven bits, for the sequence 
number (SN), an RLC header having a size that may be dependent on the configured mode, 
for example, whether unacknowledged mode (UM) or acknowledged mode (AM) is configured, 
a MAC header, for example eight bits with five bits for the logical channel ID (LCID), and a 
cyclic redundancy check (CRC) (e.g., twenty-four bits) which may be attached to the end of the 
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MAC PDU 330 prior to further processing in the PHY layer 316. With respect to the PDCP 
header 320, the SN may be used for in-sequence delivery of PDCP SDUs to higher layers and 
for hyper frame number (HFN) sequence management and ciphering. With respect to the RLC 
header for AM, a sixteen bit header may be included, with, for example ten bits of the header 
being for the SN. With respect to the RLC header for UM, an eight bit header may be included, 
with, for example, five bits of the header being for the SN. The header may apply to each 
segmented RLC SDU 325.

[0039] Larger headers may be configured for each protocol layer when a high data rate data 
radio bearer (DRB) is configured. For example, the PDCP 310 and RLC 312 layers may 
allocate a larger SN bit size in the header. The RLC layer 312 may concatenate or combine 
multiple RLC SDUs 325 into a single PDU, which may increase the RLC header size further. 
The MAC layer 314 may multiplex multiple MAC SDUs into a single MAC PDU 335 as the 
allocated transport block size permits for the transmission opportunity, and the MAC header 
may increase according to the number of MAC SDUs that are multiplexed into the MAC PDU 
335.

[0040] The physical resources which may be used for the physical uplink control channel 
(PUCCH) may depend on two parameters,

rtRB

and

J ’ cs ’
which may be given by higher layers. The variable

RB - 0

may denote the bandwidth in terms of resource blocks (RBs) that may be available for use by 
certain PUCCH formats, such as formats 2/2a/2b, in each slot. The variable
v(1)
* cs

may denote the number of cyclic shifts which may be used for certain PUCCH formats, such as 
formats 1/1 a/1 b, in a RB which may be used for a mix of formats such as 1/1 a/1 b and 2/2a/2b. 
The value of
j\rw

cs

may be an integer multiple of
aPUCCH

where the interger multiple may be within the range of {0, 1, , 7}, and where
aPUCCII
Δ shift

may be provided by higher layers. In an embodiment, no mixed RB may be present if
<=θ·
In an embodiment, at most, one RB in each slot may support a mix of formats 1/1 a/1 b and 
2/2a/2b. Resources which may be used for transmission of certain PUCCH formats such as 
1/1 a/1 b, 2/2a/2b and 3 may be represented by the non-negative indices
„(Ά'I'LCCH ’

(2,g) „ y(2)ArRB. XP /y=RB vr(l)

»PUCCH <-VRBAsc tol VVsc "to
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I δ
and
„ØØ
"PUCCII ’

respectively.

[0041] The block of complex-valued symbols z^(i) may be multiplied with the amplitude 

scaling factor ßpuccH in order to conform to the transmit power Ppucch and may be mapped 

in sequence to resource elements starting with z(p)(0). PUCCH may use one RB in each of the 

two slots in a subframe. Within the physical resource block used for transmission, the mapping 

of z(P)(/j to resource elements (k,l) on antenna port p which may not be used for transmission 

of reference signals may be in increasing order of first k, then I and finally the slot number, 
starting with the first slot in the subframe. The physical resource blocks to be used for 
transmission of the PUCCH in slot ns may be given by:

m7
m

if (m + ns mod 2)mod 2 = 0

if (m + ns mod 2)mod 2 = 1
Equation. 1

where the variable m may depend on the PUCCH format. For formats 1, 1a and 1b, for
example:

m = <
vQi/VRB

,, 0?) -c. V©/aPUGCH 
P PUCCH G jVcs / Ά shift

+ λκβ + ’es
vrRB 7 λ PUCCH 

e ' Rshia 8
ί3 normal cyclic prefix c = i.
[2 extended cyclic prefix

if7,00 < V® /aWCCH
11 -PUCCH x c /vcs /«shift

otherwise

Equation 2

and for formats 2, 2a and 2b, for example:

rn -[«pucch/asc J Equation3

and for format 3, for example:
/»PTOHL pucch/ ’sf,o J. Equation 4

FIG. 4 is a diagram of an example mapping of modulation symbols for a PUCCH.

[0042] In an embodiment where a sounding reference signal (SRS) and the PUCCH format 1, 
1a, 1b or 3 may be simultaneously transmitted when there may be one serving cell configured, 
a shortened PUCCH format may be used where the last single carrier frequency division 
multiple access (SC-FDMA) symbol which amy be in the second slot of a subframe may be left 
empty. HARQ-ACK transmission on two antenna ports (p e [Po.Pl]) maY be supported for 

PUCCH format 1a/1b.

[0043] For an embodiment of FDD with one configured serving cell, the WTRU may use a 
PUCCH resource

"pucch
for transmission of a HARQ-ACK in subframe n for p mapped to antenna port p for PUCCH 
format 1 a/1 b. In this embodiment, for example, for a physical DL shared channel (PDSCH)
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transmission which may be indicated by the detection of a corresponding physical DL control 
channel (PDCCH) in subframe n-4, or for a PDCCH indicating downlink semi-persistent 
scheduling (SPS) release which may be in subframe n-4, the WTRU may use

for antenna port pq, where may be the number of the first control channel element (CCE), 

(e.g., the lowest CCE index which may be used to construct the PDCCH), used for 
transmission of the corresponding DL control information (DCI) assignment, and

may be configured by higher layers. For two antenna port transmission, the PUCCH resource 
for antenna port ρ·\ may be given by

For a PDSCH transmission on the primary cell where there may be no corresponding PDCCH 
detected in subframe n-4, the value of

rTOCCH

may be determined according to a higher layer configuration. For a WTRU configured for two 
antenna port transmissions, a PUCCH resource value may map to two PUCCH resources with 
the first PUCCH resource

a,
"PUCCII

for antenna port pq and the second PUCCH resource

"PUCCH

for antenna port p-j. The PUCCH resource value may, otherwise, map to a single PUCCH 

resource
„Om
"PUCCH

for antenna port pq.

[0044] A PHICH may be used to transmit an ACK or NACK corresponding to the PUSCH 
transmitted in a UL subframe. A PHICH may be transmitted in a distributed manner across 
system bandwidth and orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM) symbols within a DL 
control channel. The number of OFDM symbols may be defined as a PHICH duration and may 
be configurable via higher layer signaling. The physical resource position of a PHICH may vary 
according to PHICH duration which may be different from the physical control format indicator 
channel (PCFICH).

[0045] FIG. 5 is an example diagram of PCFICH and PHICH resource element group (REG) 
allocation according to a physical cell identifier (PCI). In the example, multiple PHICH groups 
are defined in a cell, and a PHICH group may include multiple PHICHs with orthogonal 
sequences. In an embodiment, the PHICH for a WTRU may be defined dynamically with 
resource information in a UL grant, such as lowest physical resource block (PRB) index
Slowest index )

/pRBra )

and demodulation reference signal (DM-RS) cyclic shift (noMRs)· Two index pairs, (PHICH

group index:
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PHICH 7

PHICH sequence index:
nseqUPIIICII

), may indicate the PHICH resource for a specific WTRU. In the PHICH index pair
/„group næq λ
\UPHICH’ UPHICH/’

each index may be defined as:
group _ /|lowestlndex \ . N group .

UPH1CH VPRSra + 1DMRSPHICH ’

Equation 5

f
n 411 PHICH

\L

I lowestindex / 

■prbra /
/-kt group
/ PHICH

+ nDMRS mod2N™ICH

J

Equation 6

where the
Μ group
INPIIICII

may denote the number of PHICH groups available in the system and may be defined as:

»group 1
1N PHICH _ ]

Equation 7

where Ng may be information (e.g., 2 bits of information) and may be transmitted via a physical 

broadcasting channel (PBCH) and the information may be within Ng e {1/6,1/2,1,2}. The 

orthogonal sequence according to the spreading factor may, for example, be as provided in 
Table 1.
Table 1

Sequence index Orthogonal sequence

seq
n PH I CH

Normal cyclic prefix Extended cyclic prefix

NPHIch = 4 Ng11“ = 2

0 [+1 +1 +1 +1] [+1 +1]
1 [+1 -1 +1 -1] [+1 -1]
2 [+1 +1 -1 -1] [+7+/]
3 [+1 -1 -1 +1] [+7-71
4 [+7+7+7 +71 -

5 [+7 -j +j -j\ -

6 [+7 +7 -j -j\ -

7 [+7 -j -j +j\ -
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[0046] An eNB and/or a WTRU may use a random access procedure for at least one of: 
WTRU initial access (for example to a cell or eNB), reset of UL timing (for example to reset or 
align WTRU UL timing with respect to a certain cell), and reset of timing during handover (for 
example to reset or align WTRU timing with respect to the handover target cell). The WTRU 
may transmit a certain physical random access channel (PRACH) preamble sequence at a 
certain power Pprach· which may be based on configured parameters and/or measurements, 

and the WTRU may transmit the preamble using a certain time-frequency resource or 
resources. The configured parameters, which may be provided or configured by the eNB, may 
include one or more of initial preamble power (e.g., preamblelnitialReceivedTargetPower), a 
preamble format based offset (e.g., deltaPreamble), a random access response window (e.g., 
ra-ResponseWindowSize), a power ramping factor (e.g., powerRampingStep), and a 
maximium number of retransmissions (e.g., preambleTransMax). The PRACH resources 
(which may include preambles or sets of preambles and/or time/frequency resources which 
may be used for preamble transmission) may be provided or configured by the eNB. The 
measurements may include pathloss. The time-frequency resource(s) may be chosen by the 
WTRU from an allowed set or may be chosen by the eNB and signaled to the WTRU. Following 
WTRU transmission of a preamble, if the eNB may detect the preamble, it may respond with a 
random access response (RAR). If the WTRU may not or does not receive an RAR for the 
transmitted preamble (which may, for example, correspond to a certain preamble index and 
time/frequency resource), within an allotted time (for example, ra-ResponseWindowSize), the 
WTRU may send another preamble at a later time, at a higher power, (for example, higher 
than the previous preamble transmission by powerRampingStep) where the transmission 
power may be limited by a maximum power, for example a WTRU configured maximum power 
which may be for the WTRU as a whole (for example Pcmax) or f°r a certain serving cell of the 

WTRU (for example Pcmax,c)· The WTRU may wait again for receipt of an RAR from the eNB. 

This sequence of transmitting and waiting may continue until the eNB may respond with an 
RAR or until the maximum number of random access preamble transmissions (for example, 
preambleTransMax) may have been reached. The eNB may transmit and the WTRU may 
receive the RAR in response to a single preamble transmission.

[0047] A particular instance of a random access procedure may be contention-based or 
contention-free. A contention-free procedure may be initiated by a request, for example from 
an eNB, which may, for example, be via physical layer signaling such as a PDCCH order or by 
higher layer signaling such as an RRC reconfiguration message (e.g., an RRC connection 
reconfiguration message) which may include mobility control information and may, for example, 
indicate or correspond to a handover request. For a contention-free procedure which may be 
initiated by PDCCH order in subframe n, the PRACH preamble may be transmitted in the first 
subframe (or the first subframe available for PRACH) n + k2, /^2 - 6- When initiated by RRC 

command, there may be other delays which may be specified (for example, there may be 
minimum and/or maximum required or allowed delays). The WTRU may autonomously initiate 
a contention-based procedure for reasons which may include for example, initial access, 
restoration of UL synchronization, or recovering from radio link failure. For certain events, for 
example events other than recovery from radio link failure, it may not be defined or specified 
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as to how long after such an event the WTRU may send the PRACH preamble.

[0048] For a contention-free random access (RA) procedure, a network-signaled PRACH 
preamble may be used. For a contention-based random access procedure, the WTRU may 
autonomously choose a preamble where the WTRU. The preamble format and/or the 
time/frequency resource(s) available for preamble transmissions may be based on an 
indication or index (e.g., prach-configlndex) which may be provided or signaled by the eNB.

[0049] Inherent in the LTE system design is that eventually one of the preambles transmitted 
at the progressively higher transmit powers may be detected by the eNB. An RAR may be sent 
by the eNB in response to that one detected preamble.

[0050] The preamble formats for PRACH may be defined as three parts: cyclic prefix (Tqp), 

preamble (Tpre), and guard time (Tqt). The total time including these three parts may be 

considered as time for RA (Tra). For an FDD system, a number of preamble formats, for 

example four preamble formats, may be supported, for example, as shown in Table 2 below, 
which includes example preamble formats for PRACH.
Table 2

Preamble format TCP TSEQ

0 3168-Ts 24576-Ts

1 21024-Ts 24576-Ts

2 6240-Ts 2-24576-Ts

3 21024-Ts 2-24576-Ts

[0051] In the Table 2 example, the Tseq may equal Tpre+Tqt and Ts may denote a basic 

time unit, (for example, sample time). The preamble formats 2 and 3 may have twice the Tseq 

length as compared with the other two formats, whereby signal power may be increased by 
repeating the preamble two times.

[0052] Paging may be used for network initiated connection setup of a WTRU, for example in 
IDLE mode. At the PHY layer, paging may be sent using PDCCH and PDSCH. A single paging 
radio network temporary identity (P-RNTI) may be allocated for the paging channel (PCH). In 
the MAC, a HARQ process may not be used for PCH, and RLC transparent mode (TM) may be 
applied to the paging control channel (PCCH). The RRC paging message may include 
individual WTRU indications or identities for specific WTRUs being paged for connection 
initiation, and/or may include common indications for changes to certain system information, 
including changes to system information blocks (SIB) and information related to earthquake 
and tsunami warning systems (ETWS), commercial mobile alert systems (CMASs) and 
extended access barring (EAB).

[0053] For energy efficiency purposes, for example, a discontinuous reception (DRX) 
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mechanism may be used along with paging to allow the WTRU to save energy in between 
receiving paging messages, which may be allocated on a single subframe per paging (DRX) 
cycle per WTRU. The parameters for the DRX cycle may be configured via system information 
block (SIB) or higher layers. For example, a higher layer may be a non-access stratum (NAS) 
layer.

[0054] A paging occasion for a given WTRU may be defined by its WTRU identity such as for 
example, international mobile subscriber identity (IMSI), DRX cycle length, and parameter "nB" 
set in the RRC layer. The value of nB may define the density of paging occasions in a given 
cell, ranging from a paging frame and occasion occurring every 32 frames (nB = T/32) to four 
paging occasions in a subframe s{0,1,5,6} for TDD or s{0,4,5,9} for FDD per paging frame 
(nB= 4T). A WTRU may receive a WTRU-specific paging record only during its allocated 
paging occasion, and may read the indication for changes to broadcast information in other 
paging occasions.

[0055] In some embodiments, certain terms may be used interchangeably. eNB, cell, and 
network may be used interchangeably. Serving cell and component carrier may be used 
interchangeably. Carrier and a cell may be used interchangeably One or more of message, 
command, request, and signaling may be used interchangeably. One or more of provide, 
signal, configure, and transmit may be used interchangeably. Send and transmit may be used 
interchangeably.

[0056] A WTRU may acquire cell and/or network related system information which it may, for 
example, use for cell selection, access, connection establishment, cell reselection, and the like. 
The system information may be signaled, for example broadcast, by the eNB or cell in groups 
or blocks. One or more of a master information block (MIB) and/or one or more system 
information blocks (SIBs) such as a system information block type 1 (SIB1) and a system 
information block type 2 (SIB2) may be provided by an eNB or cell and/or may be needed by a 
WTRU for one or more functions such as cell access. SIBs, with the possible exception of SIB1, 
may be carried in system information (SI) messages. Each SIB may be contained in a single SI 
message.

[0057] A MIB may be transmitted on a physical broadcast channel (PBCH) where the PBCH 
may have a fixed schedule. For example a PBCH such as the LTE legacy PBCH may be 
transmitted in subframe #0 of every radio frame. The MIB, such as the legacy MIB, may have a 
periodicity in radio frames (e.g., 4 frames or 40 ms) and may be repeated in every radio frame 
(e.g., 10ms) within the period (e.g., 40ms). In each of the radio frames of the MIB period, the 
information or information bits may be the same. In each of the radio frames of the MIB period, 
the coded bits may be different. The physical resources of the PBCH may be fixed and may be 
located within the 72 center subcarriers which may be the center 6 PRBs of the transmission 
band. The PBCH resources may be in the first four symbols of the second timeslot of the 
subframe. The information contained in the MIB may include one or more of at least part of the 
system frame number (SFN), (for example, the 8 most significant bits of the SFN), the 
configured DL bandwidth of the cell and the PHICH configuration for the cell. By acquiring (for
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example successfully decoding) at least one of the repeated MIBs (e.g., one of the four 
repeated MIBs) in the MIB period (e.g., 40 ms), the WTRU may be able to derive the least 
significant bits (e.g., two least significant bits) of the SFN which it may combine with the partial 
SFN contained in the MIB to obtain the full SFN value (e.g., the full SFN value of the frame in 
which the MIB was successfully decoded). The term legacy PBCH may be used to represent 
the PBCH according to a certain standard or specification such as 3GPP LTE Release 10 (R10) 
or one or more 3GPP LTE releases prior to a certain release such as Release 11 (R11). The 
term legacy MIB may be used to represent the MIB according to a certain standard or 
specification such as 3GPP LTE R10 or one or more 3GPP LTE releases prior to a certain 
release such as R11. The term legacy PRACH may be used to represent the PRACH according 
to a certain standard or specification such as 3GPP LTE Release 10 (R10) or one or more 
3GPP LTE releases prior to a certain release such as Release 11 (R11). The term legacy, in 
general, may be used to represent or refer to a certain standard or specification such as 3GPP 
LTE Release 10 (R10) or one or more 3GPP LTE releases prior to a certain release, such as, 
for example, Release 11 (R11).

[0058] The SIB1 may be transmitted on a PDSCH in a certain subframe such as subframe 5, 
may have a TTI of 80 ms and may be repeated every 20 ms. The resource location of SIB1 
may be indicated by a PDCCH scrambled with a system information radio network temporary 
identifier (SI-RNTI). The SIB1 may provide information that a WTRU may use for access to the 
cell and network as well as scheduling information for the other SIBs.

[0059] The SIB2 may be transmitted on a PDSCH based on the scheduling information 
included in SIB1. The resource location may be indicated by a PDCCH scrambled by an SI- 
RNTI. The SIB2 may provide information that a WTRU may use to access and initiate 
connectivity with the cell and the network. The information in SIB2 may include a common 
channel configuration for example to provide configuration for channels such as PRACH and/or 
RACH, a Multicast-broadcast single-frequency network (MBSFN) subframe configuration, 
and/or UL information.

[0060] A scheduling information list for the system information (SI) messages may also be 
used. Each listed SI in the scheduling information list may include one or more SIBs. 
Scheduling of Sis may be based on periodicity of the system information and SI window length. 
The eNB may have some flexibility in the time and frequency resource for sending SIBs.

[0061] Other SIB information may be related to cell reselection information, multimedia 
broadcast multicast service (MBMS), or emergency and warning system (EWS) related 
information that the WTRU may need. Relevance of SIBs to a cell may be based on the 
configuration of the cell or network and may not be transmitted by a cell if not relevant.

[0062] A WTRU, such as a WTRU in RRC_CONNECTED mode, may, for example continuously
(e.g., every radio frame), monitor DL radio link quality. The WTRU may monitor the quality of
the DL radio link and compare it to thresholds, such as Qjn and Qout· In θη embodiment, Qout

may be defined as the quality level at which the DL radio link may not be reliably received and
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may correspond to a ten percent block error rate (BLER) for a hypothetical PDCCH 
transmission. In an embodiment, Q;n may be defined as the quality level at which the DL radio 

link may be significantly more reliable than Qout and may correspond to a two percent BLER for 

a hypothetical PDCCH transmission. Thresholds may be configured for a reference signal 
received power (RSRP) measurement value and radio link monitoring may be performed on 
the primary cell (PCell) cell-specific reference signal (CRS).

[0063] The Qjn may be evaluated over a certain evaluation period, e.g., 100 ms without DRX. If 

the radio link quality is better than Q,n during the evaluation period, then an in-sync indication 

may be provided to higher layers. Correspondingly, Qout may be evaluated over an evaluation 

period, e.g., 200 ms without DRX. If the radio link quality is worse than Qout during the 

evaluation period, then an out-of-sync indication may be provided to the higher layers.

[0064] Higher layer processing of in-sync or out-of-sync indications may be performed based 
on radio resource control (RRC) configured radio link monitoring (RLM) counters and timers, 
which may be provided in system information such as in SIB2. For example, N310 consecutive 
out-of-sync indications may start a timer T310. For another example, N311 consecutive in-sync 
indications while T310 is running may cause T310 to be stopped. For another example, if T310 
expires, a radio link failure indication may be detected, and a WTRU may initiate RRC re
establishment procedures. A T311 timer may be started at this point.

[0065] Radio link failure may be declared based on detection of physical layer problems, 
random access problems, or if the radio link controller (RLC) indicates that a maximum number 
of retransmissions has been reached.

[0066] It may be desirable to improve the service coverage of a device or type of device, (for 
example, an LTE or LTE-Advanced (LTE-A) device), such as a low-cost machine type 
communication (MTC) (LC-MTC) device by, for example, up to a number of dB, (for example, 
15 or 20 dB), as compared to LTE cell coverage which may be defined for other devices which 
may not be LC-MTC devices. In this case, the requirements for throughput and latency may be 
relaxed. For example, message size may be limited, such as on the order of a maximum of 
100 bytes per message in the UL and/or 20 bytes per message in the DL. For another 
example, latency may be relaxed so as to allow up to 10 seconds for the DL (e.g., for available 
DL data to be transmitted by an eNB and successfully received by a WTRU) and/or up to an 
hour for the UL (e.g., for available UL data to be transmitted by a WTRU and successfully 
received by an eNB). Such relaxation of requirements may preclude support for certain 
services such as voice.

[0067] In the embodiments described herein, WTRU, device, LC WTRU, LC device, LC-MTC
WTRU, LC-MTC, and LC-MTC device may be used interchangeably. A LC-MTC device is used
as a non-limiting example. The embodiments described herein may be applicable to another
device, such as one which may benefit from increased coverage and may tolerate relaxed
throughput and/or latency requirements.
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[0068] In some embodiments, legacy WTRU may refer to a WTRU which may comply with 
certain releases or versions such as 3GPP or LTE standards releases or versions. For 
example WTRUs which may comply with 3GPP or LTE standards releases which may be no 
later than a certain release such as Release 8, Release 9, or Release 10 may be considered 
legacy WTRUs. A legacy WTRU may refer to a WTRU which may support or not support 
certain functionality. For example, a legacy WTRU may be one which may not support certain 
coverage enhancement techniques such as those which may be introduced for certain devices 
such as LC-MTC devices or coverage limited LC-MTC devices.

[0069] For the physical UL shared data channel (PUSCH), TTI bundling may be supported in 
up to four consecutive subframes (for example, 4 ms) which may provide a coverage 
improvement of up to 6 dB. Additional techniques may be supported for a PUSCH in order to 
achieve additional coverage enhancement such as up to 15 or 20 dB. The coverage of the DL 
shared channels (PDSCHs) may also be improved since TTI bundling in DL PDSCHs has not 
previously been supported.

[0070] Segmentation functionality in an RLC layer may allow for smaller segmented data to be 
transmitted with increased energy per bit. However, the layer 2 (L2) header overhead added to 
each segmented data may limit gains to coverage enhancements provided by segmentation. 
The overhead added by L2 protocol headers may be reduced to further these gains.

[0071] As the coverage of the shared channels in both the UL and DL are improved, the 
coverage of the associated HARQ ACK channels may need to be improved as well in order to 
support the HARQ process.

[0072] Coverage may be degraded for control channels as well as data channels. Since a 
control channel may be received (e.g., to indicate resources and parameters) for the data 
channel transmission and/or reception, enhancement for control channel coverage may be 
needed as well as for data channel coverage.

[0073] A PBCH, such as the legacy PBCH, may be transmitted over 40 ms and repeated four 
times so that a WTRU may integrate signals in a 40 ms window size if a WTRU suffers from 
low received signal to interference plus noise ratio (SINR) which may be at least because the 
integration of signals may increase received SINR. However, PBCH signal integration over 
more than 40 ms may not be possible at least because the SFN which may be carried by the 
PBCH (e.g., in the MIB) may change every 40 ms. PBCH coverage enhancement techniques 
may be considered.

[0074] PBCH coverage may affect SFN acquisition which may impact an LC-MTC device
performing cell access and other procedures that depend on frame level timing. Improvements
for determining SFN may be considered. Additionally, LC-MTC specific system information
acquisition may be considered for further coverage enhancements.
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[0075] The eNB may eventually detect and respond to a power-ramped preamble transmission 
from a WTRU. A LC-MTC device may experience a much higher pathloss, (for example, up to 
20 dB), than was anticipated in the LTE system design. For a LC-MTC device experiencing 
such high pathloss, it may be possible that none of the ramped preambles, including those 
transmitted with the maximum transmission power, may be detected and responded to by the 
eNB. As such, methods and procedures may be desirable for a random access procedure for a 
device such as a LC-MTC device which may be experiencing very high pathloss.

[0076] The configuration of a paging channel may not include a HARQ process, and, as such, 
may not benefit from re-transmissions. The PCCH may operate in an RLC TM and may benefit 
from additional gains from an RLC segmentation process. Methods may be desirable for the 
PCH to benefit from signaling accumulation for coverage enhancement gains.

[0077] In order to improve the coverage of channels such as the enhanced PDCCH 
(EPDCCH), the PDSCH, and the PUCCH, repetitive transmission may be considered as a 
coverage enhancement technique. In this case, the current HARQ process, such as the n+4 
timing relationship (e.g., for FDD), may not be used since the reference subframe may be 
redefined among the repetitively transmitted subframes. In addition, the timing relationship 
between UL grant and PUSCH transmission may also be redefined with a new reference 
subframe n. The term (E)PDCCH may be used to mean PDCCH and/or EPDCCH, which may 
also be represented by PDCCH/EPDCCH.

[0078] Described herein are methods for enhancing service coverage for data channels in the 
UL and DL. Given that an LC-MTC WTRU may support very low data rates with high delay 
tolerance in terms of quality of service, a WTRU may reduce the size of each protocol layer 
header for each transport block that the WTRU may receive and/or transmit.

[0079] In an example embodiment, the PDCP and RLC may allocate a smaller sequence 
number (SN) size in its headers. In the PDCP, a WTRU may allocate an SN size of smaller than 
7 bits. In the RLC, a WTRU may allocate an SN size of smaller than 5 bits for UM or 10 bits for 
AM. A WTRU may coordinate sizes of RLC and PDCP PDUs such that the resultant PDU with 
the header and data part may maintain octet (byte) alignment. A WTRU may have a PDCP 
PDU that is not byte aligned, but the RLC header and PDUs may be processed such that the 
resulting RLC PDU byte alignment may be maintained.

[0080] In another example embodiment, a WTRU may not include the extension ("E") fields in 
MAC and RLC, thus further reducing the header sizes. For example, a WTRU may be 
configured for a data radio bearer (DRB), with a very low data rate such that small data 
packets, (for example, 100 bytes in the UL) may arrive into the PDCP infrequently, (for 
example, once every hour). A WTRU may then be configured with a small SN size, such as 2 
bits, in the PDCP such that the sequence numbers may range from 0 to 3. In RLC, a WTRU 
may be configured for UM, and the RLC SDU may be segmented into 8 smaller RLC PDUs, 
and, relatively, the RLC SN size may be specified for 3 bits. Further, a WTRU may not include 
an RLC or MAC "E" bit into the header since RLC SDUs and MAC SDUs may not be
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concatenated into the RLC and MAC PDU (for example, 1 PDU per SDU). The WTRU may 
then perform L1 processing of the resultant MAC PDU for UL transmission. Given the reduced 
header size, the PDPC may have its header size reduced to 3 bits, its RLC reduced to 6 bits 
and its MAC reduced to 7 bits. The WTRU and eNB may apply the same reduction of protocol 
headers in the DL also.

[0081] A WTRU may be configured with reduced PDCP, RLC, and MAC header configurations 
as part of a DRB setup procedure, which may be signaled by the RRC. For example, as part of 
the RRC procedure, a WTRU may be signaled to apply a 2 bit SN length in the PDCP, apply a 
3 bit SN length for RLC with UM mode, and apply a bit to indicate the exclusion of the "E" bit in 
the MAC header. The WTRU may use a default or pre-defined set of MAC, RLC, and PDCP 
configurations, which may include the example header configuration defined in the RRC. The 
WTRU may be explicitly indicated by the network to use the coverage enhancement mode 
protocol layer parameters, or the WTRU may autonomously use the coverage enhancement 
mode parameters and signal its use to the network.

[0082] In another example embodiment, a WTRU/eNB may reduce RLC header size by 
scrambling the CRC bits, which may be appended to the MAC PDU, with the SN of the RLC 
PDU included in the MAC PDU. The WTRU may then remove the SN from the RLC header. 
For example, independently or in combination with RLC SN size reduction, the WTRU may, 
upon receiving a MAC PDU, descramble the CRC parity bits with possible SN values prior to 
performing the CRC check. The WTRU may perform the descrambling based on the entire 
possible SN range or based on the current RLC receiver window, excluding SNs that have 
already been received. Once the correct SN has been identified and the MAC PDU has been 
correctly received, the WTRU may pass the determined SN value to the RLC for proper PDU 
processing.

[0083] In another example embodiment, a WTRU may scramble the CRC parity bits with MAC 
LCID information. For example, the WTRU may use 5 bit LCID information of the DRB to 
scramble the CRC parity bits if, for example, there is a single LCID associated with the MAC 
SDUs that are multiplexed into the MAC PDU.

[0084] In another example embodiment, a WTRU may transmit and receive data on the DRB 
on a single HARQ process for the UL and/or DL direction. For example, given that the LC-MTC 
WTRU may transmit and receive data at very low data rates with high tolerance for delay, a 
WTRU may use a single HARQ process in each of the UL and/or DL directions. Since the 
WTRU may only receive a single MAC PDU at a time, the sequence numbering maintenance 
burden in both the RLC and PDCP layers may be reduced, further supporting the SN size 
reduction described above.

[0085] In another example embodiment, a WTRU may use a multi-step CRC attachment and
computation procedure to reduce CRC size. Here, the WTRU may reduce the overhead from
CRC parity bit attachment to the data. For transmitting data, the WTRU may, in the RLC layer,
calculate and attach long CRC parity bits to the RLC SDU prior to the
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segmentation/concatenation procedure. The WTRU may then segment the RLC SDU with CRC 
parity bits attached to the end of the RLC SDU. The WTRU may, in the PHY layer, calculate 
and attach a shorter set of CRC parity bits to each MAC PDU prior to transmission. For 
receiving data, the WTRU may, in the MAC layer, upon reception of the MAC PDU and correct 
calculation of CRC, consider the reception successful and deliver the corresponding MAC SDU 
to the RLC.

[0086] The WTRU may, in the RLC layer, upon receiving RLC PDUs and successfully 
reconstructing a RLC SDU, perform a CRC check based on the long CRC calculation and 
parity bits applied to the RLC SDU. Based on the outcome of the CRC check, if the CRC check 
passes, the WTRU may deliver the RLC SDU to PDCP If the CRC check fails, the WTRU may 
discard the SDU and associated PDUs, for example, if the WTRU has been configured for RLC 
UM, or may discard the SDU and provide an indication to the transmitter side for re
transmission of the associated PDUs. For example, if the WTRU has been configured for RLC 
AM, the WTRU may provide an RLC STATUS PDU indicating the SNs of the RLC PDUs that 
may be part of the discarded RLC SDU.

[0087] In an example embodiment, the WTRU may attach a 24-bit CRC to the RLC SDU prior 
to segmentation in the RLC. For the purpose of this example, the RLC SDU may have been 
segmented into 8 RLC PDUs. Subsequently, the WTRU may attach an 8-bit CRC to the MAC 
PDU, which may include the previously segmented RLC SDU. In relative comparison to 
attaching a 24-bit CRC to each MAC PDU, where the CRC overhead is 24x8 = 192 bits, the 
above CRC attachment procedure may yield a 24+8x8 = 88 bit CRC overhead. The CRC 
overhead may be further reduced, for example, if the number of segmented RLC PDUs is 
increased.

[0088] Described herein are methods for providing coverage enhancements using TTI 
bundling. TTI bundling may be used since it may provide a higher received signal-to-noise ratio 
(SNR).

[0089] In an embodiment, if a WTRU is configured with a coverage enhancement mode of 
operation, TTI bundling may be used with longer than four TTIs, where the number of 
subframes for TTI bundling may be predefined or configured. In addition, the bundled 
subframes may be repetitively transmitted over the time, which may further enhance coverage. 
For example, if Νγγι subframes are bundled and the Νγγι subframes are repeatedly 

transmitted (Nrep), then Νγγι x Nrep subframes may be used, effectively, in total. In a 

broadcasting channel, an indication related to capacity of the coverage enhancement mode of 
operation may be included so that a WTRU that is capable of entering coverage enhancement 
mode may select the coverage enhancement mode or report a preferred mode of operation, 
(for example, coverage enhancement mode), according to the conditions.

[0090] One or more of the following may apply for a bundling size (Νγγι) and/or a repetition 

rate (Nrep) for the coverage enhancement mode. In an example, the bundling size and/or 
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repetition rate may be configured via higher layers together with the transmission mode 
configuration. In another example, a default value of bundling size and/or repetition rate for 
coverage enhancement mode may be defined, and the default value may be used if a WTRU 
is configured for or falls under coverage enhancement mode until the WTRU receives WTRU- 
specific configuration of a bundling size and/or a repetition rate. In this case, the default value 
may be the largest value among the candidate values, or a WTRU may start to receive the 
PDSCH with the default value and may perform a certain number of trials of PDSCH reception. 
If a WTRU fails to receive the PDSCH, the WTRU may increase the bundling size and/or 
repetition rate with a specific step size. The step size may be predefined and may be the same 
irrespective of the number of failures or may be different according to the number of failures. In 
another eample, TTI bundling and repetition may be used together, and HARQ-ACK may not 
be reported until the last bundled TTI is received within the number of repetitions.

[0091] In another embodiment, TTI bundling may be supported for up to Νγγι subframes, 

where the Νγγι subframes may be configured by an eNB in a semi-static manner. In the 

embodiments described herein, subframe, TTI and ms may be used interchangeably.

[0092] A WTRU may transmit/receive the same data in consecutive Νγγι subframes, and the 

data may be coded with a different redundancy version (RV) according to the subframe index 
or the location of the subframe among the bundled subframes.

[0093] FIG. 6 is a diagram of an example cyclic RV assignment with RV order {0, 1,2, 3}. The 
RV may be changed with the order {0, 1, 2, 3} cyclically within a window so that, for example, 
RV-{0, 1, 2, 3, 0, 1} may be used in order, using an 8-TTI window size, if 6 subframes are 
bundled (605) as in the example illustrated in FIG. 6. The 8ms window size may be used when 
8 HARQ processes are used for other WTRUs not configured with TTI bundling. The window 
size may not be defined, thus allowing bundling any subframes while the maximum Νγγι may 

be equal to or smaller than 8.

[0094] FIG. 7 is a diagram of an example cyclic RV assignment with RV order {0, 2, 1, 3}. The 
RV may be changed with the order {0, 2, 1, 3} cyclically within a window so that, for example, 
RV-{0, 2, 1,3, 0, 2} may be used in order when an 8 TTI window size is used if 6 subframes 
are bundled (705). In this case, the RV order {0, 2,1,3} may be used only for DL TTI bundling, 
the RV order {0, 2,1,3} may be used if the Νγγι is larger than a threshold value, (for example, 

the threshold value may be 4, otherwise, the RV order {0, 1, 2, 3} may be used), and the RV 
order {0, 2, 1,3} may be replaced with another RV order such as {1, 3, 0, 2}. More than one 
RV order, (for example, RV orders {0, 1, 2, 3} and {0, 2, 1, 3}), may be used for transmission 
and/or reception to or from one or more WTRUs. For example, one RV order, (for example, the 
RV order {0, 1, 2, 3}), may be used in an initial transmission and the other RV order, (for 
example, the RV order {0, 2, 1,3}), may be used for a retransmission.

[0095] FIG. 8 is a diagram of an example cyclic RV assignment without window size. The RV 
may be cyclically changed with an RV order without window size for the retransmission case.
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For example, if the RV order {0, 1, 2, 3} is used and 6 subframes are bundled (805), RV-{0, 1, 
2, 3, 0, 1} may be used for the initial transmission and RV-{2, 3, 0, 1,2, 3} may be used for the 
first retransmission. In the example illustrated in FIG. 8, the window may not be defined if the 
maximum Νγγι is equal to or smaller than 8. A WTRU may not transmit/receive any shared 

data within the subframes not configured for TTI bundling.

[0096] A WTRU may transmit/receive the same data in Νγγι subframes within a window, and 

the data may be coded with different RVs according to the subframe index or the location of 
the subframe among the bundled subframes. The bundled Νγγι subframes may be defined as 

any subset of subframes within the window. In this case, the window size (NWjnc|0W) may be 

defined and/or the subset of subframes for TTI bundling may be indicated by using a bitmap 
within the window, and the bitmap may be informed via higher layer signaling.

[0097] The window size (NWjnc|0W) may be defined as at least one of a positive integer number, 

(that may have a fixed value such as 8), a positive integer number, (that may be configured via 
higher layer signaling), a positive integer number, (that may be defined as a function of at least 
one of the system parameters), or a WTRU identity number, (that may be a C-RNTI or IMSI).

[0098] FIG. 9 is a diagram of an example of TTI bundling with bitmap indication. The subset of 
subframes for TTI bundling 905 may be indicated by using a bitmap within the window, and the 
bitmap may be informed via higher layer signaling.

[0099] TTI bundling may be supported for up to Νγγι subframes, where Νγγι may be 

configured by an eNB in a dynamic manner. Here, a WTRU may be configured with a specific 
transmission mode supporting TTI bundling dynamically. For example, a new transmission 
mode (e.g., TM-x) and its associated new DCI (e.g., DCI format 1E) may be defined. In the 
new DCI format, indication bits for TTI bundling may be included so that, for each DL/UL data 
transmission, the Νγγι may be defined so that a WTRU may transmit/receive data Νγγι times 

according to the indication.

[0100] A set of TTI bundling cases may be defined via higher layer signaling, and the 
indication bits in the DCI format may indicate one of the bundling sizes within the set. For 
example, if four TTI bundling cases are defined as {Νγγι η=1, Νγγι,2=4, Νγγι,3=6, Νγγι,4=8}, then 

two bits, for example, for the indication may be used in the DCI format to inform which TTI 
bundling case is used for the UL and/or DL grant. A set of TTI bundling cases may be 
predefined and fixed for all WTRUs so that higher layer signaling may not be needed to define 
the set of TTI bundling cases. The indication bits may still be used to indicate which TTI 
bundling case is used for the UL and/or DL grant. A WTRU may be configured with TTI 
bundling dynamically, regardless of the transmission mode configured for PUSCH/PDSCH 
transmission. A WTRU may not monitor (E)PDCCH for PDSCH including DCI formats 
1A/2/2A/2B and 2C in the subframe in which the WTRU may receive a PDSCH as a TTI 
bundled subframe. For example, if a WTRU receives a DCI containing TTI bundling indication 
(Νγγι) in subframe n for PDSCH and the TTI bundling indication which indicates Νγγι=3, the
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WTRU may receive PDSCH in the bundled TTIs from subframe n to subframe n+2 and the 
WTRU may not monitor (E)PDCCH within the subframe n+1, and n+2.

[0101] Described herein is HARQ processing with TTI bundling. In an embodiment, the 
bundled TTIs may have a single HARQ_ACK so that a WTRU may transmit/receive a 
HARQ_ACK after receiving/transmitting bundled TTIs for a PDSCH/PUSCH. A WTRU may 
transmit a HARQ_ACK when TTI bundling is used in the DL. A WTRU may transmit 
HARQ_ACK in the UL subframe n+k if the downlink subframe n is the last subframe within the 
bundled subframes associated with the PDSCH. Here, the k may be defined as a fixed positive 
integer number, such as k=4. A WTRU may transmit HARQ_ACK in the UL subframe n+k if the 
downlink subframe n includes the PDCCH or EPDCCH associated with the grant for the 
PDSCH. In this case, the k may be defined as a function of Νγγ], (e.g., k = Νγγ|+4).

[0102] The subframe n may be the subframe including the PDCCH or EPDCCH associated 
with the grant for the PDSCH. Here, the k may be defined as a function of the bundling window 

^window (θ·9·> k = Nwjnc|ow +4).

[0103] A WTRU may transmit a HARQ_ACK corresponding to the bundled DL transmission if 
the WTRU successfully received the PDSCH of the bundled DL transmission.

[0104] A WTRU may transmit HARQ_ACK in the UL subframe m if the WTRU received a 
PDSCH within a time window of x ms, (for example, 8 ms). A single PDSCH may be transmitted 
over one or more subframes within a time window of x ms. The subframe m may be a 
predefined subframe, which may be located in the next radio frame of the last subframe of the 
window in which the corresponding PDSCH is transmitted. The PUCCH resource for 
HARQ_ACK transmission may be defined as a function of the first CCE and/or enhanced CCE 
(ECCE) index of the PDCCH/EPDCCH associated with the PDSCH. Alternatively, the PUCCH 
resource may be defined via higher layer signaling. The term (E)CCE may be used to mean 
CCE and/or ECCE, which may also be represented by CCE/ECCE.

[0105] A WTRU may receive a HARQ_ACK when TTI bundling is used in the UL. A WTRU may 
receive HARQ_ACK in the DL subframe n+k. The UL subframe n may be the latest subframe 
within the bundled subframes associated with the PUSCH transmission. Here, k may be a fixed 
number such as 4. The DL subframe n may be the subframe in which a WTRU receives a UL 
grant for the associated PUSCH. Here, k may be a function of the bundling size or the bundling 
window. For example, k = Νγγι+4 or k = Nwindow+4·

[0106] The bundled TTIs may have two or more HARQ_ACKs so that a WTRU may
accumulate the multiple HARQ_ACKs in order to improve the coverage. A WTRU may assume
that all individual subframes within the bundled subframes may have an associated
HARQ_ACK in the subframe n+k, and the multiple HARQ_ACKs may have the same HARQ
indicator (HI) code so that the WTRU may add multiple HARQ_ACKs to improve the coverage.
The multiple HARQ_ACKs for the bundled subframes may be used when the Νγγι is larger
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than a threshold. For example, if Νγγ, is larger than 4, then a WTRU may assume that multiple 

HARQ_ACKs are transmitted.

[0107] A WTRU may assume that a subset of subframes within the bundled subframes may 
have an associated HARQ_ACK. The WTRU may assume that the subset of subframes have 
the same HI code. In an embodiment, the multiple HARQ_ACKs for the bundled subframes 
may be used when the Νγγι is larger than a threshold. For example, if Νγγι is larger than 4, 

then a WTRU may assume that multiple HARQ_ACKs are transmitted.

[0108] FIG. 10 is a diagram illustrating example behavior of a legacy WTRU for an ACK/NACK 
repetition embodiment. ACK/NACK repetition has been introduced in LTE to enhance coverage 
for cell edge WTRUs that may be prone to power limitation and/or inter-cell interference. More 
specifically, if configured, a legacy WTRU may repeatedly transmit ACK/NACK information in 
the Λ/ANRep·'! consecutive subframes following the initial HARQ_ACK transmission. In terms of 

the HARQ time line when ACK/NAK repetition is enabled, upon detection of a PDSCH 
transmission in subframe n-4 (1005), the legacy WTRU may transmit the HARQ_ACK 
response in A/ANRep consecutive subframes (1010) starting from subframe n, unless the WTRU 

is repeating the transmission of an HARQ_ACK in subframe n corresponding to a PDSCH 
transmission in subframes n-A/ANRep-3, ... , n-5. The legacy WTRU also may not transmit any 

HARQ_ACK response corresponding to any detected PDSCH transmission in subframes n-3, 

■■·, fi+A/ANRep-ö.

[0109] FIG. 11 is a diagram of an example of ACK/NACK repetition for DL subframe bundling. 
In an embodiment where subframe bundling is used in the DL to improve DL coverage, a 
WTRU may repeat the transmission of a single HARQ_ACK response corresponding to the 
whole PDSCH transmissions within the bundle on the UL. Thus, the WTRU may first collect and 
decode all PDSCH transmissions within the DL subframe bundle and then generate a single 
HARQ_ACK response for transmission on the UL. As for UL ACK/NACK timing, according to an 
embodiment, the WTRU may, upon detection of a PDSCH transmission within subframe(s) n-l 
(1105), (where 1 is the index of the subframe within the DL subframe bundle), intended for the 
WTRU, transmit the initial HARQ_ACK response in UL subframe n (1110) and then repeat the 
HARQ_ACK response in n+1, ..., n+A/ANRep-1 subframes (1115). In the example illustrated in 

FIG. 11, the index 1 is 3, 4 or 5, and the size of the DL subframe bundle is three.

[0110] For a PDSCH transmission with a corresponding (E)PDCCH detected in subframes 
within the DL subframe bundle, the WTRU may transmit the initial ACK/NACK response 
corresponding to the entire DL bundle transmission in UL subframe n and then may repeat the 
transmission of the corresponding ACK/NACK response for the entire DL bundle transmission 
on subframes n+1, ..., n+A/ANRep-1 using the PUCCH resources derived from the 

corresponding (E)PDCCH (E)CCE index detected in the bundled subframes. Accordingly, for 
every subframe within the DL subframe bundle, the WTRU may first detect the (E)PDCCH in 
that subframe and then derive the PUCCH index for ACK/NACK repetition in the corresponding 
UL subframe based on the lowest (E)CCE index used to construct the corresponding DCI
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assignment.

[0111] The WTRU may repeat the transmission of the corresponding ACK/NACK response for 
the entire DL transmission on subframes n+1, ..., n+A/ANRep-1 using the PUCCH resource 

derived from the (E)PDCCH (E)CCE index detected in the last subframe of the bundle, the 
PUCCH resource derived from the (E)PDCCH (E)CCE index detected in the first subframe of 
the bundle, or the PUCCH resource configured by higher layer signaling.

[0112] For a PDSCH transmission without a corresponding (E)PDCCH detected in the bundled 
subframes, the WTRU may transmit the initial ACK/NACK response corresponding to the entire 
DL bundle transmission in UL subframe n and then may repeat the transmission of 
corresponding ACK/NAK response for the whole transmission on subframes n+1, ..., n + 
Λ/ANRep·'! using the PUCCH resource derived from the (E)PDCCH (E)CCE index detected in 

the most recent DL scheduling assignment, or the PUCCH resource configured by higher layer 
signaling.

[0113] In LTE, ACK/NACK repetition may be limited to a repetition factor of four to enhance UL 
coverage. A WTRU may need to retransmit the ACK/NACK response using a higher repetition 
factor. The enhanced repetition factor used by the WTRU may be signaled to the WTRU 
through a higher layer or may be implicitly derived based on subframe bundling parameters 
used in the DL. For example, this may be indicated by the number of DL subframes within a 
bundle or a function of the number of DL subframes within a bundle.

[0114] Described herein are methods that may be used by the WTRU to improve PHICH 
coverage in the DL. The methods or embodiments may be employed singularly or in 
combination with one another.

[0115] In an embodiment of PHICH repetition, the WTRU may receive and detect the 
ACK/NACK (A/N) information associated with the UL PUSCH transmission using multiple 
PHICH resources. In this embodiment, the ACK/NACK information transmitted on the PHICH 
may be associated with the UL PUSCH transmission over a single subframe. For a subframe 
bundling operation, the ACK/NACK feedback may be associated with the bundled PUSCH 
transmission over multiple subframes. The ACK/NACK feedback may also be distributed over 
multiple subframes or within a single subframe. This may be different from legacy WTRU 
operation where a WTRU may process a single PHICH resource for a given subframe 
corresponding to a single UL transport block.

[0116] In terms of PHICH resources, a WTRU may determine the corresponding PHICH
resources from physical resource block (PRB) indices of the UL resource allocation. The PRB
indices may be associated with the PRBs used for PUSCH transmission within a single
subframe. Here, for a given subframe, a WTRU may use the lowest index PRB to determine its
first PHICH resource and then determine its other assigned PHICH resources within that
subframe by sequentially increasing the PRB index that constitutes its UL resource allocation
based on its configured PHICH repetition factor.
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[0117] Thus, PHICH resources may be identified by the index pair

where
Qf'OUp

nPHICH,

may be the PHICH group number and
nse?" PHICH,t

may be the orthogonal sequence index within the group for the ith PHICH resource, which may 
be defined by:
toto _,t ,., ,t vgmv"phichj " :·;:,ι_ka,i t ,1dmss ·!·λ· γρηκμ,ι ύ 1 phkh1' phich,i 
nPHiCHj = (LTpäB RAJ i PHICH,i j+ I "K’C 2%% ®

Equation 8

where

1PRB_RAJ
Equation 9

with NpHicHRep being the PHICH repetition factor.

[0118] For a subframe bundling operation, PHICH resources may be derived from the PRB 
indices associated with UL transmissions over multiple UL subframes in the bundle. This 
approach may be different from that of the legacy WTRU behavior wherein the corresponding 
PHICH resource is exclusively associated with the last subframe in the bundle.

[0119] In terms of PHICH resources, a WTRU may determine the corresponding PHICH 
resources from UL demodulation reference symbol (DMRS) cyclic shift associated with PUSCH 
transmission(s). DMRS cyclic shifts may be associated with the PUSCH transmission within a 
single subframe. Here, for a given subframe, the WTRU may use the cyclic shift from the 
DMRS field in the most recent PDCCH to determine its first PHICH resource and then 
determine its other assigned PHICH resources within that subframe by sequentially increasing 
the cyclic shifts. There may, however, be a limit of a maximum of eight cyclic shifts that may be 
used by the WTRU. Thus, PHICH resources may be identified by the index pair

where

is the PHICH group number and
■ PHICH,i

is the orthogonal sequence index within the group for the ith PHICH resource as defined by: 
„«'to _ ij ,,, .+ τ Mg'P‘iP
'‘■PHICHJ V PRB-RA T nDMRS41η PHICH J T 1 PHlCHjy PHlCHq

nDMRS +1

where
Equation. 10

nDMRS,i "
Equation. 11
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with NpHici-iRep as the PHICH repetition factor.

[0120] In an embodiment of PHICH power boosting, depending on a WTRU's channel 
conditions, power control may be applied on the PHICH. Power boosting, together with 
ACK/NACK repetition using multiple PHICH resources, may considerably enhance the 
coverage of the PHICH.

[0121] In a PHICH without code-division multiplexing (CDM), a legacy PHICH group may 
include multiple PHICH resources that are code-division multiplexed and mapped to the same 
set of resource elements. This may result in power splitting across multiple PHICH resources at 
the transmitter. Further, due to channel estimation error at the WTRU, orthogonality among 
PHICH resources that are code-division multiplexed within a PHICH group may be lost, which, 
in turn, may result in loss of coverage. In an embodiment, a WTRU may assume that there is 
only one PHICH resource utilized within the PHICH group without any code-division 
multiplexing.

[0122] In an embodiment, a PHICH, or a group of PHICHs, may be transmitted using 
enhanced PHICH (EPHICH). For example, a new DCI format may be defined to carry 
information for PHICH or a group of PHICHs. For another example, a DCI including A/N 
information may be transmitted in a specific (E)PDCCH location including (E)PDCCH common 
search space. Alternatively, a DCI including A/N information may be transmitted in a predefined 
(E)CCE or a higher layer configured (E)CCE. For another example, a new RNTI may be 
defined for detection of a DCI including A/N information. For example, a HARQ RNTI (HA- 
RNTI) may be defined, and if a WTRU transmitted the PUSCH in a subframe n, the WTRU may 
monitor a DCI that includes corresponding A/N information whose CRC may be scrambled with 
an HA-RNTI in the subframe n+k, where the k may be 4 in an FDD case.

[0123] The location of an A/N information bit for a WTRU transmitting the PUSCH in a 
subframe n may be defined and may include at least one of the starting (E)CCE number of a 
corresponding UL grant, the starting PRB number for a PUSCH transmission, cyclic shift of the 
uplink DM-RS, or a higher layer configured value. The number of DCIs including A/N 
information may be configured as the number of PHICH groups.

[0124] Described herein are coverage enhancement methods to improve coverage of an 
(E)PDCCH carrying DCI that includes A/N information. The (E)PDCCH has been used for 
DL/UL grants, broadcasting channel transmissions, paging, RACH responses, group power 
control, and the like. DCI formats have been introduced to support various DL/UL transmission 
modes, such as DCI formats 0 and 4 for UL grant, DCI formats 1A, 1B, 1C, 2, 2A, 2B, 2C for 
DL transmission, and DCI formats 3 and 3Afor group power control. Embodiments described 
herein may be applied for both PDCCH and EPDCCH or may only be applicable for either 
PDCCH or EPDCCH. Terminology typically used with respect to the PDCCH, such as CCE, 
resource element group (REG), PDCCH candidates, and search space, may be used 
interchangeably with ECCE, enhanced REG (EREG) and EPDCCH candidates and search 
space.
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[0125] In an embodiment, DCI contents may be downsized for better coverage. Since 
(E)PDCCH link adaptation may be based on the number of (E)CCEs, the number of (E)CCEs 
may be closely related to the coverage of the (E)PDCCH. For example, 1 CCE may be 
equivalent to the coding rate %. Thus, the 2 CCEs may be equivalent to the coding rate % 
because double the number of (E)PDCCH resources are used for a DCI transmission. Since 
there are four CCE aggregation levels available, (for example, {1, 2, 4, 8}), reducing DCI 
contents may increase the coverage of the (E)PDCCH in a given (E)CCE aggregation level.

[0126] A new DCI format associated with DL transmission and/or UL grant may be defined, for 
example, for this category of WTRUs. Two or less bits may be used for HARQ process number 
indication, which implies that the number of HARQ processes may be reduced from 8 HARQ 
processes. No HARQ process number field may be included in the DCI so that a single HARQ 
process or a synchronous HARQ process is used. Four or less bits may be used for a 
modulation and coding scheme (MCS) indication. Assuming that N-bit (N<5) may be used for 
the MCS, the most significant bit (MSB) of the 5-bit MCS table may be assumed at the 
receiver, and the least significant bit (LSB) may be assumed as a predefined bit. For example, 
a 3-bit MCS field (N=3) may be used in a new DCI format, the three bits corresponding to the 
first three bits of the MCS table, and the two bit LSB may be predefined as '00'. Therefore, the 
three bits of the MCS table may be used with the 3-bit MCS field, and a WTRU may interpret 
the 3-bit MCS field as xxxOO, where xxx is the MSB of the 5-bit MCS field and '00' is the 2-bit 
LSB. Alternatively, a 3-bit MCS field may be considered as a part of the LSB, and the MSB may 
be predefined. For both alternatives, the LSB part or MSB part of the 5-bit MCS field, which is 
not indicated by the 3-bit MCS field in the new DCI format, may be either predefined or 
configured by higher layer signaling and/or broadcasting.

[0127] A new MCS table may be defined with an N-bit MCS field, and the new MCS table may 
be defined with a subset of a previous release 5-bit MCS table.

[0128] The resource allocation bits, according to the resource allocation type (0, 1, and/or 2), 
may be reduced by limiting the maximum number of PRBs used for PDSCH transmission. For 
example, assuming that 25 PRB-pairs are available in a DL system bandwidth, the maximum 
number of PRBs allocated in a subframe may be limited to 6 PRB pairs so that the number of 
bits for resource allocation may be reduced since the resource allocation indication may be 
needed within restricted number of PRB pairs such as 6 PRB pairs instead of 25 PRBs for 
example. Alternatively, the resource allocation field may not be used in a new DCI format while 
using higher layer signaling instead. Therefore, a DL resource allocation in a frequency domain 
may be a semi-static allocation, while the time allocation may be based on the (E)PDCCH. For 
example, a WTRU may receive PDSCH or EPDCCH in the configured PRB pairs among the 
PRB pairs in the system while the WTRU may be indicated to receive a PDSCH or not in the 
subframe via (E)PDCCH.

[0129] The redundancy version may be removed or downsized in a new DCI format. For 
example, the redundancy version may be fixed as '0,' and no bit field for a redundancy version
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may be used. Assuming that a lower coding rate may be used for a new DCI format to support 
better coverage, the other redundancy versions {i.e., 1, 2, and 3} may not be needed and a 
single redundancy version may be sufficient. Therefore, a single redundancy version among 
{0, 1,2, or 3} may be used as a fixed manner. Alternatively, a 1 -bit redundancy version may be 
used so that two out of four redundancy versions may be used.

[0130] In another embodiment, a repetition or extension of the (E)PDCCH format may be used 
to improve (E)PDCCH coverage. The repetition of (E)PDCCH may be applied in a subframe or 
over multiple subframes. For embodiments described herein, (E)PDCCH coverage 
enhancement mode, (E)PDCCH coverage extension mode, coverage enhancement mode, and 
coverage enhanced mode may be used interchangeably.

[0131] The (E)CCE aggregation levels may be different so that (E)PDCCH candidates may 
have larger aggregation levels as compared with the legacy (E)PDCCH. For instance, the 
aggregation levels {2, 4, 8, 16} or {4, 8, 16, 32} may be used for coverage enhancement mode 
for which the (E)PDCCH coverage enhancement mode may only be applicable to a WTRU- 
specific search space, the PDCCH coverage enhancement mode may be used irrespective of 
the transmission, or the PDCCH coverage enhancement mode may be applicable for a specific 
DCI format and/or transmission mode.

[0132] The (E)CCE aggregation level set for WTRU-specific or common search space may be 
different according to the WTRU mode of operation. The WTRU mode of operation may 
include coverage enhancement mode. A larger (E)CCE aggregation level set (e.g., {16, 32}) 
may be used if a WTRU is configured as the coverage enhancement mode of operation while 
the legacy (E)CCE aggregation level sets (e.g., {4, 8}) may be used if a WTRU is not 
configured as the coverage enhancement mode of operation. A WTRU may be configurated as 
coverage enhancement mode of operation via higher layer signaling or indicated during 
PRACH procedures.

[0133] The (E)CCE aggregation level set may be configured or defined according to the 
PRACH resource used for PRACH preamble transmission from a WTRU. A larger (E)CCE 
aggregation level set may be used if a WTRU received RAR by using PRACH resource which 
may be used for coverage enhancement mode of operation. A smaller (E)CCE aggregation 
level set may be used if a WTRU received RAR by using PRACH resource which may be 
configured for a WTRU without coverage limitation.

[0134] The (E)CCE aggregation level set may be configured or defined according to the
coverage limitation level of a WTRU where the coverage limitation level may be defined by one
or more of RSRP, pathloss, timing advance, and PRACH resource. For example, if pathloss or
RSRP calculated at a WTRU receiver is lower than a predefined threshold, the WTRU may
determin a larger (E)CCE aggregation level set among the (E)CCE aggregation level set
candidates.

[0135] A default WTRU-specific search space may be defined for the (E)PDCCH coverage
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enhancement mode, where a subset of aggregation levels may be used. For example, if {1, 2, 
4, 8, 16, 32, 64} is the set of aggregation levels used for an (E)PDCCH coverage enhancement 
mode, a subset {2, 4, 8, 16} may be used in the default WTRU-specific search space. 
Therefore, a WTRU before a WTRU-specific configuration may monitor the (E)PDCCH in a 
default WTRU-specific search space with the subset of aggregation levels {2, 4, 8, 16}. If a 
WTRU fails to decode the (E)PDCCH within the default WTRU-specific search space for a 
certain number of trials or over a period of time, the WTRU may autonomously change the 
aggregation levels to a higher aggregation level set (e.g., {4, 8, 16, 32}). Alternatively, a WTRU 
may monitor the default WTRU-specific search space until the WTRU receives a WTRU- 
specific configuration from higher layer.

[0136] Two or more of default WTRU-specific search spaces (WSS) may be defined in different 
time/frequency resources, and the aggregation level set may be different according to the 
location of the default WTRU-specific search spaces. For example, two default WTRU-specific 
search spaces may be, for example, default WSS1 and default WSS2, and the aggregation 
level set {1, 2, 4, 8} may be used for the default WSS1 and the aggregation level set {16, 32, 
64, 128} may be used for the default WSS2. A WTRU may be informed which default WSS the 
WTRU may need to monitor implicitly during the PRACH procedure.

[0137] The subframes may be bundled for an (E)PDCCH transmission in the (E)PDCCH 
coverage enhancement mode. For instance, an (E)PDCCH may be transmitted for K- 
subframes (where K>1). Within the bundled subframe, the starting (E)CCE number may be the 
same so that a WTRU may integrate the (E)CCEs over multiple subframes without 
demodulation. The (E)PDCCH coverage enhancement mode may be applicable to a WTRU- 
specific search space. The (E)PDCCH coverage enhancement mode may be used irrespective 
of the transmission. The (E)PDCCH coverage enhancement mode may only be applicable for a 
specific DCI format and/or transmission mode.

[0138] WTRU behavior may be defined by two control channel modes (mode-1 and mode-2) 
and may be configured by higher layer signaling. The mode-1 may be called/defined as, but 
not limited, normal mode, legacy mode, normal coverage mode, and/or legacy coverage 
mode. The mode-2 may be called/defined as, but not limited to, extended mode, coverage 
extension mode, extend coverage mode, and larger coverage mode. A WTRU may be 
configured with any type of transmission mode (TM-1- TM-10) and control channel mode. A 
WTRU category may be defined with one or more control channel coverage extension 
schemes. Therefore, a WTRU that falls under this category may know which type of control 
channel mode needs to be used. This WTRU category using control channel coverage 
extension scheme may first work as the other category WTRUs until the WTRU transmits the 
WTRU category to the eNB.

[0139] Two modes of operation may be defined as normal mode and coverage enhancement
mode. If a WTRU switches to or falls under coverage enhancement mode, the solutions for
(E)PDCCH coverage enhancement mode may be used.
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[0140] Described herein is closed-loop ΜΙΜΟ operation with enhanced feedback. In an 
example method for (E)PDCCH coverage enhancement, closed-loop beamforming with large 
feedback overhead may be used. While the LC-MTC device may suffer from short coverage, 
the channel status may be static since the LC-MTC device may be located, for example, in a 
basement. Therefore, closed-loop beamforming with larger feedback overhead may be 
reported for better beamforming gain at least because the channel is not changing frequently. 
Here, a channel quality indicator (CGI)/precoder matrix indicator (PMI) and/or rank indicator 
(Rl) may apply and/or a WTRU may report a channel covariance matrix in a long-term manner 
when a WTRU is configured with control channel coverage extension mode. If a WTRU is 
configured with control channel coverage extension mode, the WTRU may need to report 
explicit channel feedback. Here, the explicit channel feedback may include wideband and/or 
subband channel covariance matrix, wideband and/or subband quantized channel matrix, 
and/or multi-rank PM Is, the explicit channel feedback may be reported via higher layer 
signaling, and/or whether the explicit channel feedback is reported or not may be based on 
eNB configuration.

[0141] Described herein are methods for providing enhanced or improved PBCH coverage. 
The PBCH may include some important information for initial access in order to allow DL signal 
reception at a WTRU receiver, such as DL system bandwidth, SFN number information, (for 
example, 8 MSBs of a 10 bit SFN), PHICH configuration, and number of common reference 
signal (CRS) ports. Embodiments described herein may provide robust system information for 
a WTRU suffering from low received SINR. Some embodiments may be based on actual PBCH 
coverage enhancement and other embodiments may use another container for carrying the 
system information.

[0142] In an embodiment, a new PBCH may be used or may be intended for use by or for 
certain WTRUs such as WTRUs which may be experiencing coverage limitation. The new 
PBCH may be referred to herein as enhanced PBCH or ePBCH and new PBCH may be used 
interchangeably with those terms. The ePBCH may be transmitted in addition to the legacy 
PBCH which may enable backward compatibility, for example in a system or on a carrier which 
may or may be intended to support legacy signals and/or legacy WTRUs. The ePBCH may be 
transmitted in a non-backward compatible carrier, (for example, a new carrier type) which may 
not or may not be intended to support certain legacy signals and/or legacy WTRUs. The 
ePBCH may be different from the legacy PBCH in terms of at least one of a transmission 
scheme, a time/frequency position or a repetition frequency (for example in subframes and/or 
frames).

[0143] In an example, the ePBCH may use a DM-RS based transmission, thus using at least
one of, but not limited to, an antenna port {107, 108, 109, 110} or {7, 8, 9, 10}. Alternatively, a
new antenna port may be defined. The DM-RS may be scrambled with a physical cell-ID or
physical cell identity (PCI). A DM-RS based TxD may be used for the broadcasting channels.
For example, a 2Tx or 4Tx transmit diversity (TxD) scheme. One of a transmission scheme
among a single antenna port, 2Tx TxD, or 4Tx TxD may be used in a predefined manner. One
of a transmission scheme among a single antenna port, 2Tx TxD, or 4Tx TxD may be used,
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and a WTRU may need to blindly decode one of them.

[0144] The antenna port number for the single antenna port 2Tx TxD and/or 4Tx TxD may be 
defined in at least one of following manners: a single antenna port may be predefined as a 
fixed antenna port number, such as port-107, or a single antenna port may be configured as a 
function of PCI among the antenna ports {107, 108, 109, 110} or {107, 108} with modulo 
operation. For example, a modulo-4 operation may be used with the PCI, such as n= 
(PCI)modulo-4, and the n may indicate one of the antenna ports. Two or four antenna ports 
may be predefined, such as {107, 109} for 2Tx and {107, 108, 109, 110}. For a simple system 
design, a single antenna port and 2Tx TxD may be used for the ePBCH transmission.

[0145] In another embodiment, an ePBCH may be located in a number of PRBs such as 6 or 
fewer PRBs which may be the center PRBs, for example a center 6 PRBs, where center may 
be with respect to the transmission bandwidth. The ePBCH may be in different subframes from 
the legacy PBCH. Since the legacy PBCH may be or may always be transmitted in the first 
subframe in a radio frame, the ePBCH may be located in other subframes. The ePBCH may be 
located in different PRBs from the legacy PBCH and if located in different PRBs (or non
overlapping resources) may be located in the same subframe as the legacy PBCH. In each 
subframe in which an ePBCH may be located, the same PRBs may be used for the ePBCH.

[0146] The ePBCH and/or legacy PBCH may be transmitted by an eNB or cell.

[0147] In an embodiment, the ePBCH may be located in one or more subframes in each radio 
frame or certain radio frames, for example, radio frames with certain SFN numbers or radio 
frames with SFNs with certain properties, where located and transmitted may be used 
interchangeably. Examples of SFNs with certain properties may include SFNs where the SFN 
modulo of a certain number X equals 0 or another value, SFNs where the most significant n 
bits of the SFN modulo of a certain number X equals 0 or another value, or SFNs where the 
(SFN plus an offset Y) modulo of a certain number X equals 0 or another value. An example of 
certain SFNs may be one or more sets of consecutive SFNs where the starting SFN of each 
set may have certain properties such as one of the SFN properties above, for example the 
most significant n bits (which may include all the bits) of the SFN modulo of a certain number X 
equals 0 or another value. The subframes and/or radio frames and/or radio frame properties 
for the ePBCH may be fixed or may be a function of the cell's physical cell identifier (PCI) 
and/or other system paramters.

[0148] In an example, the ePBCH may be located in one or more subframes in certain radio 
frames, where the certain radio frames may be a certain (e.g., predefined) subset of radio 
frames, for example within an SFN cycle (which may include 1024 radio frames which may be 
numbered from 0 to 1023). The subset of radio frames may occur or be located periodically. 
For example, the ePBCH may be located in a number, e.g., four, consecutive radio frames with 
a certain periodicity (e.g., repeating every x-ms or y-radio frames where x and y may be a 
positive integer number). The starting radio frame (e.g., the lowest SFN number) of the subset 
of radio frames (or of each period of radio frames) containing ePBCH may be determined or 
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defined as a function of one or more system parameters and/or PCI. As an alternative to the 
frames being consecutive, they may be separated by a certain (e.g., fixed) number of frames. 
In the embodiments described herein, frame and radio frame may be used interchangeably.

[0149] In some embodiments, associated with each radio frame which may be transmitted by 
an eNB or a cell, and/or received by a WTRU may be a system frame number (SFN). The SFN 
or a part of SFN may be transmitted or broadcasted in at least one subframe of each radio 
frame (for example, 8bits of SFN may be broadcasted in legacy PBCH in subframe 0 of every 
radio frame). The SFN may have a cycle of N frames such that the SFN number may have a 
range from 0 to N-1 and after reaching frame N-1 may begin again from 0 in the next frame. 
For a system such as LTE, N may be 1024. N frames may constitute an SFN cycle.

[0150] The information, e.g., system information, carried by the ePBCH may be the same for a 
certain period of time such as one or more repetition periods or one or more SFN cycles, or 
may be the same in all radio frames unless, for example, the system parameters of the cell 
may be reconfigured.

[0151] In an embodiment, an ePBCH located in a certain radio frame may have the same 
signal structure as a legacy PBCH which may be transmitted in the certain radio frame, for 
example in subframe 0. Signal structure may include at least one of information, information 
bits, and coded bits. The ePBCH may be transmitted in one or more subframes in the certain 
radio frame and may have in each of those subframes the same signal structure as the legacy 
PBCH in the certain radio frame. In each of the subframes in which the ePBCH may be 
transmitted in a certain radio frame, ePBCH transmission may be in the same time/frequency 
location as the legacy PBCH which may be transmitted in subframe 0. For example, an ePBCH 
transmitted in one or more subframes in radio frame m may have the same signal structure as 
a legacy PBCH which may be transmitted in subframe 0. For ePBCH transmitted in consecutive 
frames such as four consecutive frames, e.g., frames m, m+1, m+2, and m+3, in each of those 
frames, the ePBCH, which may be located in one or more subframes in each frame, may have 
the same signal structure as the PBCH of that frame (e.g., ePBCH in m may have the same 
signal structure as PBCH in m, ePBCH in m+1 may have the same signal structure as PBCH in 
m+1, etc.) where the PBCH signal structure may be different in one or more of those frames 
(e.g., different in each of those frames). The ePBCH in each subframe of a frame may have 
the same signal structure.

[0152] In an embodiment, an ePBCH located in a certain radio frame may have the same 
signal structure in each of the subframes of the certain radio frame in which the ePBCH is 
located. The ePBCH may have a different signal structure for different radio frames. For 
example, for ePBCH transmitted in consecutive frames such as four consecutive frames, e.g., 
frames m, m+1, m+2, and m+3, in each of those frames, the ePBCH signal structure may the 
same in the subframes in which the ePBCH is transmitted, but may be different in the different 
frames. This may correspond to repeating coded bits within a frame and distributing the coded 
bits across frames.
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[0153] In another embodiment, an ePBCH located in a certain radio frame may have a 
different signal structure in each of the subframes of the certain radio frame in which the 
ePBCH is located and the ePBCH transmission in radio frames within a certain period may be 
the same. For example, for ePBCH transmitted in consecutive frames such as four consecutive 
frames, e.g., frames m, m+1, m+2, and m+3, in each of those frames, the ePBCH signal 
structure may be different in each of the the subframes in which the ePBCH is transmitted and 
the transmissions in the consecutive frames may be the same. This may correspond to 
distributing the coded bits within a frame and repeating in multiple frames.

[0154] In another example, ePBCH may include a smaller payload size than that of the legacy 
PBCH. This may be possible since the configuration options may not need as many bits as 
defined for the legacy MIB. The ePBCH may include, for example a 3bit DL system bandwidth 
(which may be sufficient for the options which may be 6, 15, 25, 50, 75, and 100 PRBs), a 3bit 
PHICH configuration (which may be sufficient for the options which may include normal and 
extended duration and resource equal to oneSixth, half, one, and two), an 8bit SFN and a 16bit 
CRC, which may result in a 30 bit payload size for ePBCH. Alternatively, 3bit DL system 
bandwidth, 3 bit PHICH configuration, and 8bit SFN number with 8 bit CRC may be used, thus 
resulting in 22 bit payload size. Alternatively, one or more of system information may be 
removed from the ePBCH payload such as PHICH configuration.

[0155] In another embodiment, a WTRU may determine SFN based on the location of ePBCH, 
for example based on the frame or frames in which the WTRU may determine ePBCH to be 
present. In this case, the ePBCH payload may not include bits (e.g., 8 bits) for SFN number. 
For example, ePBCH may be located in certain frames, such as consecutive frames (e.g., four 
consecutive frames) which may have a certain SFN property, for example the SFN of the 
consecutive frames may have the same k most significant bits, for example k may equal 8 
and/or may be determined based on one or more system parameters and and/or PCI.

[0156] In an embodiment, a WTRU may determine the SFN of a radio frame (e.g., of one or 
more radio frames in a set such as a consecutive set of radio frames, e.g., the first radio frame 
in the set) based on information carried by the ePBCH and/or based on the frame or frames in 
which the WTRU may determine ePBCH to be present. The WTRU may, for example, use a 
window approach in which it may know what to expect regarding ePBCH (e.g., format, content, 
coding, and the like) in a set of subframes within a set of frames (e.g., 3 subframes in each of 
4 consecutive frames) in which ePBCH may be present. The WTRU may move the window 
from one set of frames to the next, may attempt to decode ePBCH (which may include 
combining across subframes and/or frames as needed to achieve gain), and may move the 
window a number such as one frame at a time until it may decode ePBCH information bits. 
Once the WTRU may successfully decode the ePBCH, it may obtain the SFN (e.g., SFN of the 
first frame of the window) from the information bits, or the WTRU may determine the SFN 
based on the frames in which it may have found the ePBCH, for example, based on the certain 
(e.g., certain known) SFNs or certain (e.g., certain known) SFN properties of the frames in 
which ePBCH may be found. As a variation, PBCH may be used in addition to ePBCH, for 
example in the case that the ePBCH signal structure in a frame is the same as the PBCH signal
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structure in the frame. PBCH may be treated in the same manner as if it were ePBCH and may 
be combined with ePBCH, for example to achieve gain.

[0157] In another embodiment, the ePBCH subframe or subframes within a frame may be 
located with a subframe offset so that a WTRU may know the subframe(s) in which ePBCH 
may be located and in which successful ePBCH demodulation may be possible. Since a WTRU 
may synchronize with a cell before attempting to receive the legacy PBCH and the 
synchronization signals may be transmitted in known subframes, the WTRU may know which 
subframes may include a legacy PBCH or the sync channels after finishing synchronization. 
The WTRU may determine the location of the ePBCH with the subframe offset (or offsets), 
which may be an offset (or offsets) from the subframe of the sync channels (primary 
synchronization signal (PSS) or secondary synchronization sugnal (SSS)), or the subframe in 
which the legacy PBCH may be found.

[0158] In an example, the subframe offset may be predefined as a fixed number, such as 
Noffset = 4, or the subframe offset may be configured as a function of the physical cell ID (PCI), 

for example with modulo operation. For example, Noffset = (PCI) modulo-K, where the K could 

be a predefined number which may, for example, be larger than 2 and/or smaller than 10. For 
ePBCH in more than one subframe in a frame, there may be more than one offset.

[0159] In an example for TDD, the subframe offset(s) may be a function of the TDD UL/DL 
configuration.

[0160] In another example, multiple subframe offsets may be used for the repetition. For 
example, Noffsetj and Noffset2 may be used in order to transmit the ePBCH more frequently. 

The subframe offsets may be predefined as fixed numbers or configured as a function of the 
physical cell-ID.

[0161] In another embodiment for an ePBCH, a smaller number of bits may be used for an 
SFN indication. For example, a 7-bit or less SFN number indicator may be used instead of an 8 
bit SFN number so that the SFN number provided by the ePBCH may be the same in a longer 
time window. If a 7 bit SFN number indicator may be used, the 7 bit SFN number may, for 
example, indicate the most significant 7 bits of 10 bit SFN numbers, and a WTRU may implicitly 
detect the least significant 3 bit number 000, 001, 010, 011, 100, 101, 110, and 111 in each 
radio frame from, for example, the scrambling code of coded bits, where a broadcast channel 
(BCH) transport block may be coded/rate-matched and scrambled in bit level so that each 
radio frame may have a different part of scrambled coded bits. For a 7 bit SFN indication, the 
ePBCH time window may be 80 ms, which may be double the legacy PBCH time window, 
where the PBCH time window may be considered as the TTI for a PBCH transmission.

[0162] In another embodiment, if both a legacy PBCH and an ePBCH may be transmitted in
the same cell, a WTRU behavior for the PBCH reception may include at least one of the
following example behaviors. In an example, a WTRU may measure Reference Signal Receive
Power (RSRP) before the reception of the PBCH, and if the measured RSRP is lower than a
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threshold, the WTRU may (or may start to) attempt to receive and/or decode ePBCH. 
Otherwise, the WTRU may (or may start to) attempt to receive and/or decode legacy PBCH. In 
another example, a WTRU may (or may start to) attempt to receive and/or decode a legacy 
PBCH, for example, at the beginning of an initial access, and if the WTRU may fail to receive 
and/or decode the legacy PBCH, for example within a certain number of attempts (which may 
be predefined or implementation dependent), then the WTRU may stop attempting to receive 
and/or decode the legacy PBCH and may (or may start to) attempt to receive and/or decode 
the ePBCH. In another example, if a WTRU may fall under or be of a specific WTRU category, 
the WTRU may or may always attempt or start to attempt to receive and/or decode the ePBCH 
which may be instead of or in addition to attempting to receive and/or decode the legacy 
PBCH.

[0163] In another example, if both a legacy PBCH and an ePBCH may be transmitted in the 
same cell, a WTRU behavior for the PBCH reception may include at least one of the following. 
A WTRU may (or may start to) attempt to receive and/or decode a legacy PBCH, for example, 
at the beginning of an initial access, and if the WTRU may fail to receive and/or decode the 
legacy PBCH, for example within a certain number of attempts (which may be predefined or 
implementation dependent), then the WTRU may (or may start to) attempt to receive and/or 
decode the ePBCH. The WTRU may combine ePBCH reception (e.g., ePBCH bits which may 
be demodulated bits) with legacy PBCH reception (e.g., PBCH bits which may be demodulated 
bits) to achieve gain. Alternatively, the WTRU may make the decision to attempt (or start to 
attempt) to receive and/or decode ePBCH in addition to a legacy PBCH based on RSRP or 
another measurement meeting a certain criteria such as being below a threshold. Alternatively, 
the WTRU may make the decision to attempt (or start to attempt) to receive and/or decode 
ePBCH or a legacy PBCH based on RSRP measurement or another measurement meeting a 
certain criteria such as being below a threshold.

[0164] Described herein are certain WTRUs, such as WTRUs which may have low received 
SINR or which may fall under or be a certain WTRU category, which may not be able to 
successfully receive system information which may be carried via a legacy PBCH. Another 
channel may provide and/or may be used by a WTRU such as the certain WTRU to receive 
system information, such as one or more of the elements of system information typically 
provided by the legacy PBCH.

[0165] An (E)PDCCH common search space (or a newly defined search space) may be used 
to carry system information, such as at least one of DL system bandwidth, PHICH 
configuration, and SFN number. The (E)PDCCH common search space or subset of the 
(E)PDCCH common search space, (or other search space, such as a system information 
search space (for example, system information PDCCH (SI-PDCCH))), may be used for 
carrying system information.

[0166] Anew DCI format may be defined for the system information. For example, DCI format- 
x may be defined for the system information and may include one or more of the following: DL 
system bandwidth, PHICH configuration, SFN number. The DCI format may contain the same 
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information provided by the legacy PBCH and that information may represented the same way 
(e.g., the information elements (lEs) of the MIB may be included in the DCI). The same coding 
chain with other DCI formats may be used for the system information DCI format-x. Predefined 
ECCE numbers may be used for the DCI format-x. Here, the aggregation level may be a 
predefined number (for example, 8), or multiple aggregation levels may be used in a blind 
decoding manner.

[0167] The DCI format-x that may include system information may be transmitted periodically 
in a predefined subframe. For example, in every subframe 4 in a radio frame, the DCI format-x 
may be transmitted within the EPDCCH common search space, (or other search space that 
may be used for system information).

[0168] The subframe location in a radio frame may be different, such as 2, 3, 4, or 6. 
Therefore, a WTRU under a coverage enhancement mode of operation may decode the DCI 
format-x which may include system information rather than the PBCH.

[0169] In TDD, the subframe location may be defined as a function of the TDD UL/DL 
subframe configuration. For example, subframe 4 may be used in UL/DL subframe 
configuration 1, while subframe 3 may be used in UL/DL subframe configuration 2.

[0170] Consecutive subframes, or multiple subframes, which may be in a certain time window, 
may include the DCI format-x without changing the SFN number. In order to improve the 
coverage, the DCI format-x may be transmitted repetitively for multiple subframes which may, 
for example, be consecutive DL subframes. Since the SFN may not be changed in these 
multiple subframes, a WTRU may integrate the DCI format-x to improve the coverage. The 
time window may be a radio frame. The multiple subframes in which DCI format-x may be 
transmitted without changing the SFN number may be in the same frame.

[0171] Two types of (E)PDCCH may be defined, such as type-1 and type-2 (E)PDCCH 
common search spaces (CSS), and one of the (E)PDCCH common search space types may 
be used for system information. The type-1 (E)PDCCH CSS may be interchangeably used with 
Cell-specific (E)PDCCH CSS, system (E)PDCCH CSS, predefined (E)PDCCH CSS, distributed 
(E)PDCCH CSS and/or broadcasting (E)PDCCH CSS. The type-1 (E)PDCCH CSS location may 
be predefined within the center 6 RBs and may not be transmitted in all subframes. For 
example, in FDD, the type-1 (E)PDCCH CSS may be, or may only be, transmitted in all or a 
subset of the subframes {1,2, 3, 4, 6, 7, 8, 9}. The type-1 (E)PDCCH CSS may be transmitted 
in a subset of the radio frames. The type-2 (E)PDCCH CSS may be interchangeably used with 
WTRU-specific (E)PDCCH CSS, eNB configured (E)PDCCH CSS, and/or localized (E)PDCCH 
CSS. The type-2 (E)PDCCH CSS location may be configured by higher layer signaling and/or a 
broadcasting channel. The broadcasting channel may include the DCI format-x. The DCI 
format-x for the system information may be transmitted in the type-1 (E)PDCCH CSS.

[0172] A newly defined search space to use for system information (for example, SI-PDCCH), 
may have the properties described above for type-1 (E)PDCCH. Based on the means in which
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an eNB (or cell) transmits certain system information, (for example, the system information that 
may be included in the legacy PBCH, for example, to a certain WTRU that may be part of a 
certain group of WTRUs and/or based on the means in which a WTRU receives such 
information), one or more of the following may apply. An eNB or cell communicating with a 
certain WTRU may not provide a PHICH in response to a UL transmission from the WTRU that 
was granted or scheduled by the eNB or cell. The WTRU may understand that it is not 
expected to support the PHICH. The WTRU may not look for, expect and/or act upon the 
PHICH that may be provided by an eNB or cell in response to a UL transmission from the 
WTRU.

[0173] The WTRU may understand that it is not expected to support a CRS-based 
transmission. The WTRU may assume that CRS is not transmitted in a subframe in which the 
WTRU receives a DL grant and may assume that rate-matching around CRS for PDSCH 
reception is not required. An exception to this may be certain subframes in which a CRS is 
known by the WTRU to be transmitted, and the port number or numbers is/are a priori known, 
(for example, CRS may be transmitted in subframes 0 and 5 with port 0). The means may 
include the channel in which certain system information is transmitted or received, for example, 
ePDCCH common search space or SI-PDCCH.

[0174] An eNB or cell may transmit, and a WTRU may receive, for example, in a channel other 
than the PBCH, such as the (E)PDCCH CSS or SI-PDCCH, a subset of the system information 
that may be included in the legacy PBCH.

[0175] PHICH configuration may not be provided and/or CRS port number may not be 
provided. The system information that may be included in the legacy PBCH may be grouped 
into multiple subsets that may be transmitted by an eNB or cell and/or received by a WTRU 
separately.

[0176] Each subset, such as system information subset-1 (SBS-1) and system information 
subset-2 (SBS-2), may be defined and transmitted or received separately. For example, the 
SBS-1 may include DL system bandwidth and an SFN number, and the SBS-2 may include a 
CRS port number and/or a PHICH configuration. In another example, the SBS-1 may include a 
DL system bandwidth, and the SBS-2 may include an SFN number and a CRS port number. In 
another example, the SBS-1 may include DL bandwidth and a CRS-port number while the 
SBS-2 may include an SFN number only.

[0177] Some of the system information that may be included in the legacy PBCH may not be 
included in any of the subsets, (for example, a PHICH configuration may not be included in any 
of the subsets).

[0178] Each subset may have a different period or pattern for the transmission. In an example,
SBS-1 may be transmitted every 5 ms, and SBS-2 may be transmitted every 10 ms. In another
example, SBS-1 may be transmitted once every j-ms while SBS-2 may be transmitted over
consecutive subframes in every k-ms.
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[0179] Described herein is LC-MTC specific system information. Certain devices, such as LC- 
MTC or other devices in low SINR coverage areas, may acquire network and cell information 
for cell access and connection establishment from a certain system information block (LC-SIB) 
that may be broadcast by the eNB that may be supporting coverage enhancement, such as 
LC-MTC coverage enhancement. In this case, one or more of the following methods may apply 
to the LC-SIB. There may be one or more LC-SIBs.

[0180] In an example, an LC-SIB may be a signaling message, (for example, radio resource 
control (RRC) message), transmitted in a predefined frequency and time location. An LC-SIB 
may be semi-static, (for example, may not change for long period of time), and may be 
repeated periodically in pre-defined frames and in one or more pre-defined subframes during 
that frame.

[0181] In an example, the WTRU may consider stored LC-SIB information as valid for a pre
defined window duration or, follow the legacy SIB modification procedure. The WTRU may 
receive a specific indication of an LC-SIB change in paging information. In an embodiment, the 
WTRU may re-acquire the LC-SIB upon each connection establishment for small data 
reception and/or reception. For example, an LC-SIB may include the sysInfoValue Tag to 
indicate whether the LC-SIB currently stored in a WTRU is valid and up-to-date.

[0182] In an example, an LC-SIB may not include the SFN, and an LC-MTC device may 
acquire an SFN through means other than a LC-SIB or legacy MIB.

[0183] In an example, LC-SIB contents may be limited to one or more of the following 
information, which may be for the purpose of LC-MTC device connection establishment to the 
network. The information may be a PLMN-ldentityList. The list may be limited to a single public 
land mobile network (PLMN) ID as mobility of LC-MTC devices may be limited. The information 
may be cell selection information. This may include the RSRP/RSRQ threshold for suitable cell 
selection. LC-MTC devices may operate under coverage enhancements and may have no 
threshold for suitable cell selection criteria. The proper detection of an LC-SIB may be 
selection criteria for a suitable cell. For example, an LC-MTC may consider cell selection with 
coverage enhancements operation once suitable cell selection by legacy criteria has failed.

[0184] In another example embodiment, the information contained in LC-SIB may include 
random access channel (RACH) configuration information. Both RACH and physical RACH 
(PRACH) common configuration may be needed for an LC-MTC device to initiate connection 
establishment with the network. Certain parameters, such as those related to power control 
and UL transmission power for the RACH procedure, may be pre-defined in the WTRU such 
that maximum transmission power may be reached relatively quickly in the random access 
process. For example, parameters, such as number of preambles, maximum number of 
preamble transmissions and retransmission power step, may be pre-defined to the maximum 
allowable values as defined in the RRC. The configuration for RACH and PRACH may be 
specified in the LC-SIB, for example, if the parameters are different than those that are pre-
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defined. The configuration may be different than that of the RACH and PRACH in the SIB 
providing configuration for legacy (e.g., not coverage limited) WTRUs and may include 
separate resources (e.g., preambles or preamble sets, and/or time/frequency resources).

[0185] In another example embodiment, the information contained in LC-SIB may include 
PDSCH/PUSCH/PUCCH common configuration parameters. These parameters may be 
included for WTRU operation of UL/DL signaling radio bearers upon initial connection 
establishment with the network. The LC-SIB may also include UL information. For example, the 
UL carrier information is specified in an LC-SIB if the UL is not configured with the default 
UL/DL separation or the UL bandwidth is not the same as the DL bandwidth.

[0186] LC-SIB may include information for RRC specific timers. In an embodiment, LC-MTC 
devices may be pre-defined with different constant and timer values compared to normal 
WTRUs. For example, the default value of radio link failure detection timers and constants 
T310, N310, T311 may be set to different and longer values to allow for lower possibility of 
radio link failure (RLF) detection by LC-MTC devices in a coverage enhancement scenario. In 
an embodiment, an LC-MTC device may be configured not to perform radio link monitoring or 
indicate radio link failure.

[0187] Some parameters in legacy SIBs which may be needed for normal WTRU cell access 
may not be included in an LC-SIB since some functionality may not be supported by LC-MTC 
devices in coverage enhancement operation. It may also be possible for LC-MTC devices to 
fall back to normal operation for legacy SIB acquisition by reading and using the normal cell 
system information. Once the WTRU has successfully read and maintained the validity of 
regular system information, the WTRU may use the information from normal SIBs instead of 
the LC-SIB.

[0188] Described herein is SFN indication without reading SFN in legacy PBCH. A WTRU or 
device, such as an LC-MTC device or other device which may be in a low SINR coverage area, 
may acquire or otherwise determine the SFN of a cell, where such acquisition or determination 
may be acquired without obtaining it from a legacy PBCH. In an embodiment, determination of 
an SFN may be based on reception, (for example, successful reception or acquisition of a 
known signal and the timing of that signal).

[0189] The WTRU may determine the SFN to a certain resolution, which may be full resolution, 
(e.g., 10-bit resolution for a SFN cycle of 1024), or less than full resolution. Full resolution SFN 
may be referred to as full SFN. An SFN with less than full resolution may be referred to as 
reduced resolution SFN, reduced SFN, or subset SFN.

[0190] The timing of the signal may include the subframe or subframes in which the signal may
be transmitted, the frame or frames in which the signal may be transmitted, the subframe or
subframes in which the WTRU may receive or successfully receive the signal, the frame or
frames in which the WTRU may receive or successfully receive the signal, and/or the
periodicity of the transmission of the signal.
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[0191] The known signal may be transmitted by an eNB or cell. The signal may be transmitted 
in one or more of the following ways. In an example embodiment, the signal may be 
transmitted in one or more predefined time/frequency resources. In another example 
embodiment, the signal may be transmitted periodically with a predefined period, which may be 
a number of frames. In another example embodiment, the signal may be transmitted in a fixed 
or configured frame or frames within the period. The frame or frames in which the signal may 
be transmitted may be a function of a cell specific configuration (e.g., physical cell ID). For 
example, a cell with a PCI of 100 may transmit the known signal every SFN cycle, (e.g., every 
1024 frames), to indicate a certain SFN, such as SFN 100, to the WTRU.

[0192] In another example embodiment, the signal may be repeated in two or more of the 
subframes within a frame in which the signal may be transmitted. In another example 
embodiment, the signal may be a predefined sequence, a system information block, such as 
an LC-SIB or SIB1, a P-RNTI, or an SI, or an ePBCH.

[0193] A WTRU may receive or attempt to receive and/or decode the signal in one or more 
subframes of a frame in which the signal may be transmitted. The WTRU may combine (e.g., 
integrate) signals from multiple such subframes within a frame in which the signal may be 
transmitted and may use that combination to successfully receive and/or decode the signal, for 
example, in a single frame.

[0194] The frame or frames in which the signal may be transmitted and/or the periodicity of the 
transmission may indicate the SFN with full resolution. For example, the signal may be 
transmitted in a certain frame, (e.g., frame 0), once every SFN cycle, (e.g., every 1024 
frames), and may be used to indicate a certain SFN, such as 0. Upon successful reception of 
the signal, the WTRU may understand the frame of the reception to be the certain SFN, (e.g., 
SFN 0). The WTRU may integrate the signal over multiple frames, which may be separated by 
SFN cycle frames to achieve successful reception. The certain frame may be fixed or may be a 
function of a physical cell ID.

[0195] In another embodiment, the signal may be transmitted in multiple subframes, (e.g., 
certain subframes or all DL subframes), of a certain frame every SFN cycle, (e.g., every 1024 
frames), and may be used to indicate a certain SFN, such as 0. Upon successful reception of 
the signal, the WTRU may understand the frame of the reception to be the certain SFN, (e.g., 
SFN 0). The WTRU may integrate the signal over one or more of the multiple subframes to 
achieve successful reception. Successful reception by the WTRU may be accomplished in one 
frame. The certain frame and/or subframes may be fixed or may be a function of physical cell 
ID.

[0196] The frame or frames in which the signal may be transmitted and/or the periodicity of the
transmission may indicate the SFN with reduced resolution. For example, the signal may be
transmitted every N frames, where (SFN cycle)/N may be an integer. The WTRU may integrate
its reception in a certain frame, such as every Nth frame, until the signal is successfully
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received. Since the signal may be transmitted every N frames, the resolution of the SFN may 
be reduced.

[0197] For example, once a WTRU may successfully receive the signal, which it may 
accomplish by integrating signals it receives every N frames, (e.g., in certain one or more 
subframes every N frames), then the WTRU may understand which frames are the set of 
frames X, (X+N) modulo SFN cycle, (X+2*N) modulo SFN cycle, (X+3*N) modulo SFN cycle, 
...., etc., but may not know which frame is which. For instance, X may be 0, another known 
value, or X may be a function of a physical cell ID. For example, if X=0, N=8, and the SFN cycle 
is 1024, the WTRU may determine which frames are the set of frames that includes frames 0, 
8, 16, ... 1016 but may not know which frame is which. For another example, if X=0, N=512, 
and the SFN cycle = 1024, the WTRU may determine which frames are the set of frames that 
includes frames 0 and 512, but it may not know which is frame 0 and which is frame 512.

[0198] The value of X may be provided to the WTRU via signaling, such as broadcast 
signaling, which may, for example, be provided in the frames in which the signal used for SFN 
determination may be transmitted. The WTRU may use the value of X to determine a revised 
set of frames beginning with 0 (e.g., 0, N, 2N, etc.). For example, if X=3, N=8, and the SFN 
cycle = 1024, the WTRU may recognize the set of frames that are 3, 11, 19, etc. In those 
frames, the WTRU may receive signaling, such as broadcast signaling, which identifies X to be 
3. The WTRU may then determine which frames are the set of frames 0, 8, 16, 24, etc..

[0199] If an SIB or other control signaling may be used as the signal for SFN determination, 
that SIB or control signaling may include the value of X.

[0200] When a WTRU understands the SFN with reduced resolution, (e.g., the set of frames X, 
(X+N) modulo SFN cycle, (X+2*N) modulo SFN cycle, (X+3*N) modulo SFN cycle, ...., etc.), the 
WTRU may implicitly determine which frames are even, which are odd and the frames between 
the known frames. The WTRU may use that information for certain procedures, such as a 
random access procedure. For example, if a WTRU may know the set of frames 0, 8, 16..., it 
may also know the set of frames 1, 9, 17 ... and 2, 10, 18 ..., by shifting by one and two 
frames, respectively. The WTRU may, therefore, know which are the even and which are the 
odd subframes that may be needed for a random access procedure, such as an initial random 
access procedure.

[0201] Acquisition or determination of a subset SFN by a WTRU may mean or result in the 
WTRU distinguishing one or more sets of frames, which may include every Nth frame, (where 
N is the period in frames of the signal), which may be used by the WTRU to determine the 
subset SFN. The sets of frames may be unique. There may be up to N such sets of frames. 
The number of elements in each set may be (SFN cycle)/N. This may be equivalent to the 
WTRU understanding, for each frame, the value of SFN for that frame modulo N.

[0202] A WTRU may acquire or determine a subset SFN based on acquisition of an LC-SIB, 
pre-defined frame rules, and periodicity of the LC-SIB transmission. A WTRU may acquire or 
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determine the subset SFN based on properly decoding SIB1. For example, SIB1 may be 
transmitted in SFN X, where X may be 0 and may be repeated every 20 ms, which may 
correspond to every 2 frames, (e.g., even frames). The WTRU may understand that acquisition 
of SIB1 may correspond to finding the even frames, which may enable the WTRU to determine 
which frames are even and which are odd.

[0203] A WTRU may acquire or determine a subset SFN based on P-RNTI detection in the 
common search space of PDCCH or EPDCCH given the paging density of the cell, (e.g., nB 
parameter in RRC), is greater than 1 frame, (e.g., nB = T/2, T/4, T/8, T/16 or T/32).

[0204] A WTRU may acquire a subset SFN based on SI periodicity, which may be indicated in 
the SI schedule. The configuration of certain SI may allow for periodicity of up to 512 frames.

[0205] In another embodiment, the determination of SFN may be based on reception, (e.g., 
successful reception), of a full resolution SFN and/or a subset SFN. A subset SFN may be 
sufficient for certain procedures, such as system information acquisition, and random access, 
such as initial random access, (e.g., random access).

[0206] The eNB or cell may transmit a signal, which may include a full resolution SFN, (e.g., 
10-bit resolution for a SFN cycle of 1024), and/or a subset SFN. One or more of the following 
may apply to the signal. In an example, the subset SFN may represent the least significant B 
bits of the full resolution SFN, such as the 3 least significant bits. This may correspond to SFN 
modulo (2ΛΒ), which for the example of 3 bits, may be SFN modulo 8. Given successful 
reception of the subset SFN, the WTRU may acquire SFN modulo (2ΛΒ) for the frames in 
which the subset SFN may be received and may use that to understand SFN modulo (2ΛΒ) for 
other frames, such as all frames.

[0207] In another example, the full resolution SFN may be transmitted periodically with a 
shorter duty cycle than the SFN cycle. For example, the signal with the full SFN may be 
transmitted every 8, 16, or 32, frames, among others. The subset SFN may be transmitted 
once or multiple times during the duty cycle of the full SFN. The full SFN and/or the subset 
SFN may be transmitted in one or more, including possibly all or all DL, subframes in the 
frames in which they are each transmitted. The full SFN and the subset SFN may be 
transmitted in a different number of subframes in the frames in which they are transmitted

[0208] In another example, the definition of periodicity and length of signaled SFN for a cell 
may be a function of the acceptable tolerance to delay for the cell access procedure of the 
device, such as an LC-MTC device, as well as the cell specific configuration for certain SFN- 
based procedures, such as DRX and RACH access. The signaled SFN by a cell may be the full 
SFN and/or a subset of SFN, based on the periodicity of the full SFN and/or subset of SFN.

[0209] A WTRU may acquire and decode a signal, which may include a full SFN or a subset 
SFN. A WTRU may understand which SFN to receive based on the schedule or schedules for 
the different SFNs. A WTRU may integrate or otherwise combine same signals (e.g., full SFN 
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with full SFN, subset SFN with subset SFN) from multiple subframes in a frame in order to 
successfully receive a signal.

[0210] A WTRU may integrate or otherwise combine identical signals (e.g., full SFN with full 
SFN, subset SFN with subset SFN) from multiple frames, such as signals in frames that are 
separated by the periodicity of the transmission, in order to, for example, successfully receive 
the signal. This may be applicable to a full SFN when the periodicity is equal to the SFN cycle. 
This may also be applicable to the subset SFN when the periodicity is a multiple of the subset 
SFN cycle. For example, if the subset is 3 bits, then the subset cycle may be 8. The SFN 
subset signals in a given frame may be combined with SFN subset signals that are 8, or a 
multiple of 8, frames away from that subframe.

[0211] For the purpose of cell access, the WTRU may use one or more of the above methods 
of SFN acquisition to complete the establishment of connection with the cell. For example, the 
knowledge of odd/even SFNs may allow for the WTRU to initiate the random access 
procedure, once the RACH/PRACH configuration has been acquired by LC-SIB and/or normal 
SIB.

[0212] Described herein are methods for PRACH coverage enhancement. In an embodiment 
to increase PRACH coverage, (and for example with the intent of some form of preamble 
integration at the eNB), for each instance of a random access procedure, the WTRU may send 
multiple (e.g., many) preambles (or repeated preambles), which may elicit only one RAR from 
an eNB. The repeated preambles may use the same preamble sequence as the first preamble 
and may use the same transmit power, Pprach- RACH may be used interchangeably with 

random access. The number of repetitions for repeated preambles may be defined as 'n' (e.g. 
a repetition factor and may be positive integer number).

[0213] In an embodiment, a WTRU may transmit a RACH preamble. Following the first 
preamble for a RACH procedure, the WTRU may transmit repeated preambles at later times, 
for example, using the same resource but in later allowed frames. For example, for a first 
preamble using the resource "any SFN subframe 4", the repeated preambles may be 
transmitted in subsequent frames in subframe 4. As another example, for a first preamble 
using the resource "even SFN subframe 4", the repeated preambles may be transmitted in 
subsequent even frames in subframe 4.

[0214] The first preamble which may be followed by repeated preambles may be in any frame, 
or if limited to certain frames (e.g., even frames) to any such limited, (e.g., even) frame. 
Alternatively, the first such preamble may be further limited to only certain frames. The first 
frame with that first preamble and the subsequent frames with the repeated preambles may be 
referred to as a block of frames. The WTRU may, for example, transmit or only transmit the 
first preamble in the first frame of a block.

[0215] Blocks may be identified as being within groups of frames, in which any frame may be 
identified as being at a specific position within a specific block and each block may be identified 
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as being at a specific position within a group. This may be known at the eNB and WTRU. For 
example, a frame group may be a series of 1024 contiguous frames starting with SFN 0 and 
ending with SFN 1023.

[0216] The identification of frames within blocks could be, for example, as depicted in Figure 
12 (a) where the length of a series of equal-length blocks, denoted as "1st Length, 2nd Length, 
etc., for different block lengths, may equal the length of the frame group, or, as depicted in 
Figure 12 (b), (c), and (d), where the length of a series of equal-length blocks may not equal 
the length of the frame group and some frames in a frame group may not be in a block, or as 
depicted in Figure 12 (e) and (f), where the length of a series of equal and unequal-length 
blocks are equal to the length of a frame group, or some combination of all methods shown in 
Figure 12. An alternative method not depicted is that the frames within blocks, and the blocks 
within groups, may be scattered, for example, not contiguous, or intermixed, in some 
deterministic manner which may be known to the eNB and the WTRU, which may be specified 
or configured.

[0217] An example of determining the frames within a block is as follows. Let a group of 
frames be frames numbered as SFN 0 through SFN 1023. Let Npre be the number, or the 
maximum number, of preambles transmitted in a block, where Npre is a power of two, (e.g., 
64, 128, etc.), such that an integer number of blocks may be configured first within a group, as 
illustrated in FIG. 12(a). For preambles that may be transmitted in any frame, the frames in the 
first block may be frames with SFN 0 through (Npre-1), the second block may be frames with 
SFN Npre through 2Npre-1, and so forth, with the last block including frames with SFN 1023- 
(Npre-1) through 1023. For preambles that may be transmitted in only even numbered frames, 
the frames in the first block may be frames with SFN 0 through 2Npre-1, (although the last 
frame itself may not be used to transmit a preamble as its SFN is odd), the second block may 
be frames with SFN 2Npre through 4Npre-1, (although that last frame itself may not be used to 
transmit a preamble as its SFN is odd), and so forth, with the last block including frames with 
SFN 1024-2Npre through 1023, (although the last frame itself may not be used to transmit a 
preamble as its SFN is odd).

[0218] In an example, the eNB may respond to a block of preambles with an RAR which it may 
send after the last preamble in the block, for example after it may receive the last preamble or 
after the time which may correspond to the last preamble if it has received a preamble. The 
WTRU may look for the RAR after the last preamble during the configured response window 
for that preamble. In another example, the eNB may respond to the block of preambles with an 
RAR which it may send after receiving any preamble in a block, for example during the 
response window for any such preamble. If the WTRU may receive the RAR before having 
transmitted the last preamble in a block, the WTRU may, for example, not transmit any more 
preambles in the block.

[0219] If the WTRU may not receive the RAR in the response window of the last preamble of 
the block, the WTRU may initiate the transmission of another block of preambles. For the 
contention-based RACH procedure, the WTRU may pick another specific preamble sequence 
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for the subsequent block and also apply the same time backoff rules, for example as is done 
for Release 11.

[0220] The number of preambles transmitted in a block, the maximum number of preambles 
transmitted in a block, or the length of a block may be configured or specified. The value may 
indicate the total number of preambles to send, the length (e.g., in frames) of the preambles, 
or how many additional preambles to send. In such a case, for example, zero may indicate that 
no repeated preambles may be sent.

[0221] The eNB may directly indicate its capability to detect repeated preambles or may 
indicate it by broadcasting a related quantity (e.g., the number of preambles transmitted in a 
block) and/or by indicating separate PRACH resources for repeated preambles. Such 
resources may use various indices or tables. Alternatively, there may be no special resources 
for repeated preambles.

[0222] For an eNB capable of detecting repeated preambles, the maximum number of RACH 
preamble transmissions, for example preambleTransMax, may refer to the maximum number 
of preamble blocks. Alternatively, the network may separately configure the maximum number 
of preamble blocks.

[0223] The WTRU may autonomously decide to transmit repeated preambles, if for example 
allowed by the network, and such decision may be based on one or more conitions which may 
include at least one of: if Pcmax< preamblelnitialReceivedTargetPower +deltaPreamble + 
pathloss, if (Pcmax ± some amount) < preamblelnitialReceivedTargetPower+deltaPreamble+ 
pathloss, if the previous RACH procedure failed due to reaching max number of PRACH 
transmissions (preambleTransMax), or always if a device is so configured or is hard wired. 
Repeated preambles may be sent at the same power using the same preamble using certain 
resources.

[0224] In an embodiment, a new or enhanced preamble format may be introduced which may 
increase the repetition factor (e.g., the number of repetitions) for the preamble. The the terms 
new and enhanced may be used interchangeably. As a result, the energy for the PRACH 
preamble may be increased over a larger number of subframes. For example, a new preamble 
format may be introduced, such as shown in Table 3, which may be used for coverage 
enhancement purposes.
Table 3

Preamble format TCP TSEQ

5 3168Ts n-24576 Ts

6 21024-Ts n-24576 Ts

7 6240-Ts n-24576 Ts

[0225] In Table 3, the 'n' may be an integer number larger than 2 and may be considered as 
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the repetition factor for the PRACH preamble.

[0226] A new preamble format per CP length (i.e. Tqp) may be introduced, for example, for 

coverage enhancement purposes. The repetition factor, 'n', may be defined with a 
configuration. For example, the 'n' may be a PRACH configuration parameter. An eNB may 
indicate or inform the value of 'n, ' for example, as a part of PRACH configuration, where the 'n' 
may apply for the new preamble format. A subset of the preamble format may have the 
repetition factor 'n'.

[0227] The repetition factor 'n' may be calculated or determined by a WTRU, and the value 'n' 
may be configured as a function of at least one of DL pathloss, RSRP, RSRQ and/or other 
measurements. As an example WTRU behavior, a WTRU may measure DL pathloss, and if the 
pathloss is larger than a threshold, the WTRU may use the new additional preamble format. 
The repetition value 'n' may be obtained using the pathloss value calculated or determined. 
Once a WTRU obtains the repetition value 'n', the WTRU may transmit a PRACH preamble in a 
specific PRACH resource, which may be used for the new preamble format with the repetition 
value 'n'.

[0228] According to the repetition value 'n', a separate PRACH resource may be defined. For 
example, the repetition candidates {4, 8, 16} may be defined, and if a WTRU may need to use 
a repetition value such as n=4, there may be a specific PRACH resource that may, for 
example, be used for the repetition value n=4. In an example, the repetition candidates {4, 8, 
16} may be used or may only be used, but another number and value of repetition candidates 
may be selected. In another example, the repetition value 'n' may be a predefined number 
larger than 2 and there may be a PRACH resource configured for the repetition value 'n' and 
another PRACH resource configured for the legacy PRACH format.

[0229] The subframes for the PRACH transmission may be defined as a function of the 
repetition factor 'n' since the required subframes may be dependent on the repetition factor. 
Table 4 shows an example of required subframe length according to the repetition factors. For 
example, if the repetition factor is smaller than a threshold (e.g., 9), the starting subframe for 
PRACH transmission may be configured in every radio frame. Otherwise, the subframe may be 
configured in even or odd radio frames. Table 4 also indicates an example of required 
subframe length for preamble formats according to 'n'.
Table 4

n=2 n=4 n=8 n=16

Preamble format 5 2 ms 4 ms 7 ms 13 ms

Preamble format 6 3 ms 4 ms 8 ms 14 ms

Preamble format 7 2 ms 4 ms 7 ms 14 ms

[0230] One or more additional preamble formats may be introduced for coverage 
enhancement purposes. For example, additional preamble formats may be defined, and each
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CP length (Tqp) may have different repetition factors. Table 5 shows an example of multiple

additional preamble formats per CP length (Tqp).

Table 5

Preamble format TCP TSEQ

5-1 3168-Ts n1 -24576-Ts

5-2 21024-Ts n1 -24576-Ts

5-3 6240 Ts n1 -24576-Ts

6-1 3168-Ts n2-24576 Ts

6-2 21024-Ts n2-24576 Ts

6-3 6240 Ts n2-24576 Ts

7-1 3168-Ts n3-24576 Ts

7-2 21024-Ts n3-24576 Ts

7-3 6240 Ts n3-24576 Ts

[0231] As an example, preamble format 5 may include all supportable CP lengths in the 
preamble format 0-3, while the sequence length may be the same with the repetition factor n1. 
The same may apply for other new preamble formats except for the repetition factor, thus 
resulting in the preamble formats 5, 6 and 7 having the repetition factors n1, n2 and n3, 
respectively.

[0232] The repetition factors {n1, n2, n3} may be predefined, for example {4, 8, 16}. The 
repetition factor may be defined as a function of path loss and/or other measurements.

[0233] The PRACH resource may be configured/defined according to the repetition factors. 
For example, a WTRU may obtain the repetition factor, and the WTRU may know which 
PRACH resource the WTRU needs to use for preamble transmission. The new preamble 
formats may use the same CP length in the previous preamble formats, while the sequence 
lengths may be increased. The new preamble formats may the same sequence as the legacy 
formats but with the sequrence repeated some number of times.

[0234] The preamble format and subframe configurations may be configured together in a 
broadcast channel. For FDD, the unused PRACH configuration index (e.g., 30, 46, 60, 61, 62) 
may be used for the new additional preamble formats.

[0235] A separate random access configuration table may be defined for the coverage
enhanced PRACH configuration. A separate group of preamble sequence indices may be
allocated (e.g., "group C") and may be used by, for example used specifically by, WTRUs for
coverage enhancements purpose, and may be signaled to WTRUs (e.g., in SIB2). Extended
preamble format configuration and configuration indices may also be included in the
configuration of group C preambles, which may be different than those specified for
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configuration of preamble group A and B. WTRUs may use the group C configuration in 
addition to, or instead of, group A/B preamble configuration, as specified in SIB2.

[0236] In another embodiment, preamble formats such as preamble formats 0-3 may be 
reused with repetitions. The same preamble format may be used in the same PRACH 
resources. Here, the coverage enhanced PRACH transmission may use repetition of the same 
PRACH preambles. For the repetition of the PRACH transmission, at least one of the following 
techniques may be used.

[0237] In an example, a subset of PRACH preambles may be predefined or configured for the 
repetition based PRACH preambles, where the repetition based PRACH preambles may be 
transmitted repetitively within a time window size. For example, the time window size may be 
defined as a Nwjn subframe or radio frame, and the same PRACH preamble may need to be 

transmitted in all PRACH resources within the NWjn time window. For example, if Nwjn=3 is 

used and the PRACH subframes are defined as {1 in any radio frame}, then a WTRU may 
need to transmit the repetition-based PRACH preamble in 3 radio frames. The window size 
may be predefined or configured as a function of the PRACH configuration.

[0238] Additional frequency resources may be reserved for the repetition based PRACH 
preambles, which may be mutually orthogonal with the frequency resources for non-repetition- 
based PRACH preambles, (such as PRACH preambles for legacy WTRU). Therefore, both 
types of WTRU may use the same PRACH configuration except for the frequency offset index 
(prach-Frequency Offset). The time window may be used in order to indicate the repetition 
number of PRACH preamble transmissions.

[0239] A subset of PRACH subframes may be reserved for the repetition based PRACH 
preambles. Therefore, a WTRU may transmit the repetition based PRACH preambles only in 
the subset of PRACH subframes configured.

[0240] The same preamble format may be used in the different PRACH subframes. For 
example, a subframe offset may be used, which may indicate the PRACH subframe for 
repetition based PRACH preambles. The subframe offset may be informed or indicated to a 
WTRU via a broadcasting channel, so that the WTRU that is required to transmit repetition 
based PRACH preambles may use the subframes for transmitting repetition based PRACH 
preambles.

[0241] Described herein are techniques for PRACH link adaptation and enhanced coverage. In 
an embodiment, PRACH resources which may be used by or may be intended for use by 
legacy WTRUs and/or normal coverage WTRUs (for example PRACH resource type A) and/or 
PRACH resources which may be used by or may be intended for use by WTRUs which may 
need coverage enhancement (for example PRACH resource type B) may be available in a cell. 
PRACH resource type A may be configured by a broadcasting channel (e.g., a SIB). The 
normal coverage WTRU, here, may imply that the coverage enhancement mode of operation 
is not used for the WTRU. PRACH resource type B may be configured by a broadcasting
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channel. The coverage enhanced WTRU, here, may imply that the WTRU is configured with or 
using coverage enhancement mode of operation. The broadcasting channel for PRACH 
resource type B configuration may be a dedicated broadcasting channel for coverage 
enhanced WTRUs. PRACH resource type A and type B may be used according to the PRACH 
preamble formats. For example, PRACH resource type A may be used for the PRACH 
preamble formats 0-3, while PRACH resource type B may be used for the other PRACH 
preamble formats (e.g., format 5-7). The PRACH resources for type A and type B may be 
configured in separate time and frequency resources. Alternatively, the PRACH resources may 
be fully or partially overlapped in time and frequency resources. In another example, the type A 
PRACH resource is a part of a type B PRACH resource.

[0242] The PRACH resources which may be used by or may be intended for use by WTRUs 
which may need or benefit from coverage enhancement may be referred to as enhanced 
PRACH (ePRACH) resources. The ePRACH resources may be configured by the eNB, for 
example by signaling to a WTRU, for example by broadcast (e.g., in a LC-SIB).

[0243] In an FDD system, in an embodiment, the type A PRACH resource may occupy 
consecutive 6 RBs in the selected set of UL subframes, while the type B PRACH resource may 
be configured with consecutive 6 RBs in a non-overlapped frequency location in the same set 
of UL subframes. Here, the frequency location for the type B PRACH resource may be 
indicated by an offset from the type A PRACH resource. In another embodiment, the type A 
PRACH resource may occupy consecutive 6 RBs in the selected set of UL subframes, and the 
type B PRACH resource may be configured with the center 6 RBs in the non-overlapped uplink 
subframes with type A PRACH resource. In another embodiment, the type A PRACH resource 
may occupy consecutive 6 RBs in the selected set of UL subframes, and the type B PRACH 
resource may configured with consecutive 6 RBs in any time frequency location non
overlapped with type-A PRACH resources. In another embodiment, the type A PRACH 
resource may be configured in any frequency location in the selected set of UL subframes 
while the type B PRACH resource may be configured in a predefined location. For example, 
the center 6 RBs in all UL subframes in a specific radio frame may be used for type B PRACH 
resources.

[0244] In an embodiment, more than one type B PRACH resources may be configured with 
different coverage enhancement levels. For example, there may be a PRACH resource type B- 
1 (level-1) and a PRACH resource type B-2 (level-2)), where PRACH resource type B-2 may 
provide better coverage than PRACH resource type B-2.

[0245] For PRACH resource type or level selection, in an embodiment, a WTRU may select the
level of PRACH resource type according to a DL measurement, which may be related to at
least one of DL pathloss, coupling loss, geometry, RSRP, and RSRQ. For example, a WTRU
may first measure the RSRP, and if the RSRP is lower than a threshold, the WTRU may select
the PRACH resource type B to transmit a PRACH preamble. Otherwise, the WTRU may select
the PRACH resource type A to transmit the PRACH preamble. In another embodiment, the
PRACH resource type selection may be based on WTRU category. For example, if a WTRU is
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a coverage enhanced LC-MTC WTRU, the WTRU may always select the PRACH resource 
type B for the PRACH preamble transmission. However, the other WTRUs may select PRACH 
resource type A. A coverage enhanced WTRU may be a WTRU which requires coverage 
enhancement or a WTRU which employs coverage enhancement techniques or supports a 
coverage enhancement mode. The terms coverage limited WTRU and coverage enhanced 
WTRU may be used interchangeably.

[0246] In another embodiment, for PRACH preamble transmission link adaptation, power 
control and PRACH resource hopping may be used. For example, if multiple PRACH resource 
types are configured with different levels of coverage limitations, a WTRU behavior when the 
WTRU does not receive an RAR for the transmitted PRACH preamble within an allotted time, 
(for example, ra-ResponseWindowSize), may be at least one of the following behaviors. In an 
example behavior, if a WTRU is not configured with a coverage extension mode of operation, 
the WTRU may send another PRACH preamble at a later time with a higher power. For 
example, the preamble may be higher with respect to the previous preamble transmission by 
powerRampingStep. Thus, the transmission power for preamble transmission may be 
increased with respect to the amount of powerRampingStep. In another example behavior, if a 
WTRU is configured with a coverage extension mode of operation, the WTRU may send 
another PRACH preamble at a later time with either a higher power or a different PRACH 
resource type. For example, if a WTRU does not receive an RAR for the transmitted PRACH 
preamble within the allotted time, the WTRU may select to send another preamble at a later 
time with a higher power using the same PRACH preamble format, (e.g., format 0-3), in the 
same PRACH resource type, (e.g., type A) or send another preamble at a later time with a 
certain transmission power using different PRACH preamble format, (e.g., formats 5-7), in the 
corresponding PRACH resource for the preamble format, (e.g., PRACH resource type B).

[0247] In another example behavior, if a WTRU is configured with a coverage extension mode 
of operation, the WTRU may send another PRACH preamble at a later time with higher power 
until it reaches maximum transmission power, (e.g., Pcmax or Pcmax,c). Once the WTRU 
reaches maximum transmission power for PRACH preamble transmission and does not 
receive an RAR for the transmitted PRACH preamble within the allotted time, then the WTRU 
may send another PRACH preamble at a later time with a certain transmission power using a 
different PRACH preamble format in the corresponding PRACH resources for the preamble 
format.

[0248] Described herein are methods for indicating coverage enhancement level which may be 
needed by the WTRU, for example to the eNB, using PRACH. In an embodiment, coverage 
limitation (or enhancement) levels for each WTRU may be indicated by one or more of the 
following methods. In an example method, a WTRU may be configured with multiple PRACH 
resource types, and the WTRU may select a PRACH resource type according criteria such as 
DL measurements, (e.g. one or more of pathloss, coupling loss, geometry, RSRP, and RSRQ). 
For example, a WTRU may first measure RSRP and then select a PRACH resource type 
according to the measured RSRP, where the PRACH resource type may include one or more 
of a PRACH preamble format, a PRACH subframe, a PRACH frequency resource, and a 
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preamble sequence. Criteria other than RSRP or other DL measurement may be used by the 
WTRU to determine which PRACH resource type to transmit to indicate the level of coverage 
enhancement needed. Based on the PRACH resource type transmitted by the WTRU, the eNB 
may learn the coverage limitation (or the coverage enhancement need) of the WTRU. For 
each resource type there may be a set of PRACH resources (which may be defined by one or 
more of a PRACH preamble format, a PRACH subframe, a PRACH frequency resource, and a 
preamble sequence). Once the WTRU may determine the PRACH resource type, the WTRU 
may choose from among the set of PRACH resources associated with the type and may do so 
according to the random access procedure selection rules such as according to Release 11.

[0249] In another example, a WTRU may be configured with a single PRACH resource type 
with PRACH resource partitioning. Therefore, according to the DL measurement or other 
criteria, the WTRU may select one of the partitioned PRACH resources so that the eNB may 
figure out the level of coverage limitation of the WTRU. The partitioning of PRACH resources 
may include one or more of a UL subframe, a frequency resource, and a PRACH preamble. 
For example, the PRACH resources in the even numbered radio frames may be considered as 
one PRACH partition associated with the measured RSRP level 1, while the PRACH resources 
in the odd number radio frames may be considered as another PRACH partition associated 
with the measured RSRP level 2. For another example, the PRACH preamble may be 
partitioned, and, according to the measured RSRP level a PRACH preamble may be selected 
by the WTRU among the set of PRACH preambles associated with the measured RSRP level. 
In these examples, the RSRP level may be replaced with any type of DL measurement or other 
criteria that may be related to WTRU coverage.

[0250] The PRACH preamble reserved for non-contention-based resources may be used to 
indicate coverage limitation level. The PRACH transmission power may be set to the maximum 
for a coverage-limited WTRU so that the eNB may estimate the coverage limitation level.

[0251] In an embodiment, the WTRU may indicate, or may be indicated with, coverage 
enhancement levels as part of the RACH process and RRC connection establishment 
procedures.

[0252] Described herein is pre-allocation or semi-static allocation of C-RNTI. A WTRU in 
limited coverage may be allocated with a C-RNTI, which may be pre-defined or may be 
provided by the network at initial access. The WTRU may continue to use the C-RNTI semi- 
statically until it is indicated otherwise by the network to use a different C-RNTI. The WTRU 
may consider the C-RNTI valid between long DRX and sleep cycles and between transitions 
from RRCJDLE to RRC_CONNECTED mode for data transfer. In an embodiment, the WTRU 
may consider the C-RNTI valid between cell re-selection or cell re-establishment in RRCJDLE 
mode and handover in RRC_CONNECTED mode.

[0253] The WTRU may be indicated with a coverage enhancement level by the reception of a 
random access response (RAR) from the eNB in response to the preamble transmission based 
on the RA-RNTI or C-RNTI, which may be allocated in one or more of the following methods. In
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an example method, a WTRU may use an RA-RNTI from a set that may be specifically 
allocated for WTRUs in coverage enhancement mode. For example, a WTRU may calculate 
the RA-RNTI as a function of time and frequency resources and, in an embodiment, as a 
function of an additional offset defined for coverage enhancement WTRUs. For another 
example, RA-RNTI values 60 to 119 may be allocated specifically for WTRUs in coverage 
enhancement mode.

[0254] In an embodiment, a WTRU may use an RA-RNTI specifically for coverage 
enhancement mode, which may be further subdivided and allocated into different amounts for 
coverage enhancement. For example, WTRUs in a 5dB coverage enhancement amount may 
use a certain subset of RA-RNTIs, while WTRUs in a 10dB coverage enhancement amount 
may use another set of RA-RNTIs.

[0255] In another example method, a WTRU may look for an (E)PDCCH for RAR from an eNB 
using multiple RA-RNTI candidates computed from time/frequency resources of the transmitted 
preamble, along with, in an embodiment, the RA-RNTI set for multiple coverage enhancement 
amounts. The WTRU may be indicated with the configured coverage enhancement amount 
from the eNB by an RA-RNTI for which the (E)PDCCH for the RAR has been successfully 
decoded. The WTRU may derive the RA-RNTI candidate set from a subset of available 
coverage enhancement levels or from all available levels.

[0256] In another example method, a WTRU may compute the coverage enhancement 
specific RA-RNTI, or coverage enhancement level specific to the RA-RNTI, based on the 
selection of PRACH preamble time and/or frequency resources. The allocation of certain 
PRACH and preamble resources to coverage enhancement WTRUs or coverage enhancement 
levels may be indicated to the WTRU by normal SIB (e.g. SIB2) or LC-MTC-specific MIBs and 
SIBs.

[0257] In another example method, a WTRU in coverage enhancement mode may receive an 
RAR in response to the transmitted PRACH preamble via a C-RNTI that has been pre
allocated or previously semi-statically allocated. The WTRU may detect and decode the 
(E)PDCCH for the RAR in CSS or WSS. Once the WTRU has received the RAR via (E)PDCCH 
scrambled with C-RNTI, it may no longer look for contention resolution upon transmitting msg3, 
(for example, an RRC connection request), in response to the RAR. In an embodiment, a 
WTRU receiving the RAR MAC control element (CE) via the (E)PDCCH and the C-RNTI may 
receive in said RAR, one or more of the following reduced MAC CE information: UL grant, 
timing advance (TA) command and amount of coverage enhancement mode. For example, the 
amount of coverage enhancement mode information element (IE) may indicate 5dB, 10dB or 
15dB coverage enhancement procedures.

[0258] In another example method, a WTRU may receive, in the MAC CE, information
dedicated to itself in the C-RNTI-based RAR. In an embodiment, the WTRU may not receive
any MAC subheader for RAR, including the RACH preamble identifier (RAPID) or temporary C-
RNTI, thus reducing the potential size of the RAR control element.
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[0259] Described herein are an indication of amount of coverage enhancements during RRC 
connection establishment procedures. In an example, a WTRU may indicate, during the RRC 
connection establishment procedure, the coverage enhancement amounts to the eNB. In an 
embodiment, the WTRU may be indicated in the amount from the eNB during the procedure. 
Upon completing the RACH procedure, the WTRU may be operating in coverage enhancement 
mode, and, in an embodiment, may have been configured with an amount of coverage 
enhancement. In another embodiment, the WTRU may overwrite or be overwritten with a new 
coverage enhancement amount using one or more of the following methods. In an example 
method, the WTRU may indicate it in the RRC connection request message, (the msg3, for 
example). The WTRU may receive the configuration for coverage enhancement amount in 
RRC connection setup or RRC connection reconfiguration messages from the eNB, or the 
WTRU may receive coverage enhancement amounts in the RRC connection reconfiguration 
message as a reconfiguration of coverage enhancement amounts, based on any possible 
changes in the coverage conditions.

[0260] With respect to the WTRU indicating the coverage enhancements amount in the RRC 
connection request message, the WTRU may include the indication in the establishment cause 
of the RRC connection request message. For example, the remaining spare values in the IE 
may be allocated to indicate coverage enhancement mode and amount. In another example, a 
WTRU may provide an extended or alternative information element in the message indicating 
the coverage enhancement amount or level in the RRC message to the network. For example, 
if the LC-MTC WTRU has indicated to the eNB that it is a coverage limited WTRU, or the eNB 
has derived that the accessing WTRU is coverage limited prior to or during the random access 
procedure, then it may use the establishment cause IE and re-interpret the IE bits to indicate 
the level of coverage enhancement. As a further example, the bits may be re-interpreted as 
enumeration of {coverage enhancements of 5dB, coverage enhancements of 10dB, coverage 
enhancements of 15 dB} in the information element and may be included in the message.

[0261] With respect to the WTRU receiving_the configuration for coverage enhancement 
amount in the RRC connection setup or RRC connection reconfiguration message from the 
eNB, the eNB may derive coverage limited WTRUs and the amount of coverage 
enhancements based on detected preamble signal strength. In an embodiment, a WTRU may 
provide eNB information regarding coverage limitation, which may include one or more of the 
PRACH preamble transmit power, measured RSRP/RSRG used for suitable cell selection 
criteria, number of preamble repetition and retransmissions or number of PDCCH and PDSCH 
repetitions needed for RAR reception.

[0262] In an embodiment, a WTRU may receive coverage enhancement amounts in an RRC
connection reconfiguration message as a reconfiguration, based on any possible changes in
the coverage conditions. A WTRU may apply the reconfigured coverage enhancement mode
with appropriate processing delay (e.g., 15ms) for any of the applicable techniques on the
indicated channels.
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[0263] Described herein is paging with enhanced coverage. To enhance coverage of the 
paging channel for WTRUs, WTRUs may be allocated a separate set of paging frames (PFs) 
and paging occasions (POs) from normal WTRUs for coverage enhancements purposes. In an 
embodiment, a paging message for LC-MTCs may be repeated with the same information over 
a number of frames and/or subframes such that the WTRU may take advantage of 
accumulation of the paging information.

[0264] A WTRU may be allocated with paging frames and paging occasions that are separate 
from normal WTRUs such that a subset of paging occasions for a cell may be read by certain 
WTRUs such as WTRUs needing coverage enhancement, including for example, LC-MTC 
WTRUs. This may be performed with one or a combination of allocation of second P-RNTI, 
allocation of LC-MTC specific paging frame (PF) and allocation of multiple paging frames (PF) 
in DRX/paging cycle.

[0265] With respect to allocation of a second P-RNTI, WTRUs may be indicated about an 
alternative P-RNTI from the P-RNTI that has been allocated in Release 8, (e.g., P-RNTI value 
of OxFFFE). The WTRU may be indicated with the value of the second P-RNTI as part of the 
paging and DRX configuration, or it may be provided with an indication to use the second P- 
RNTI value, which may be pre-determined. For example, the second P-RNTI value may be set 
as OxFFFC. The WTRU may, during its allocated paging occasion, look for both Release 8 P- 
RNTI and second P-RNTI or for the second P-RNTI only. The WTRU may be indicated, as part 
of paging configuration, whether or not to use a second P-RNTI.

[0266] With respect to allocation of LC-MTC specific paging frame (PF), the WTRU may be 
allocated with a pre-determined paging occasion and DRX/paging cycle by means of signaling, 
for example via RRC or non-access stratum (NAS), instead of being determined by the identity 
of the WTRU. The allocation of paging occasion to the WTRU by the eNB for paging coverage 
enhancements may be a function of allocation of a paging occasion for normal WTRUs and 
selecting paging frames that are not occupied by normal WTRUs. The WTRU may be provided 
with an explicit paging frame and paging occasion and may not apply its IMSI to determine the 
paging frame via legacy Rel-8 procedural means. For example, legacy WTRUs may be 
allocated with paging parameters of a DRX length of 256 frames and an nB of T/32. This may 
allow for PFs for normal WTRUs to occur at frames that are multiples of 32. WTRUs for 
coverage enhancements may be allocated with LC-MTC POs in frames 1 ~31, for example, 
with a long DRX cycle of 256 such that LC-MTC WTRUs and normal WTRUs do not share a 
common paging occasion.

[0267] With respect to allocation of multiple paging frames (PF) in DRX/paging cycle, the
WTRU may be allocated with multiple PFs specifically for LC-MTC WTRUs during a DRX cycle.
For example, this indication of multiple POs may be in the form of a bitmap to indicate frames
during the DRX cycle that are allocated as LC-MTC specific or in the form of an offset of
frames indicating consecutive frames from the allocated LC-MTC PO that are allocated to the
WTRU.
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[0268] The WTRU may receive, as part of the paging records in the specified LC-MTC PO, an 
indication for connection initiation to the network. The WTRU may not decode its own specific 
WTRU identity in the paging record, but, instead, the indication may commonly apply to all the 
LC-MTC WTRUs that are allocated with that particular PO. For example, in an RRC Paging 
message, instead of using the pagingRecordList IE, which includes the WTRU identity of each 
WTRU being paged, there may be a one bit indicator indicating that all WTRUs allocated to this 
PO should respond to the paging message with the RRC connection establishment procedure.

[0269] The WTRU may receive repeated RRC paging messages over a period of time such 
that the WTRU may accumulate the paging message for coverage enhancements gain. The 
page may include a WTRU-specific paging record or a group paging indication (as described 
above). The paging message may be repeated for the multiple allocated LC-MTC paging 
frames during a DRX cycle or, in an embodiment, may be repeated over the course of multiple 
DRX/paging cycles.

[0270] The WTRU may, in PFs allocated for LC-MTC WTRUs, receive a repeated paging 
message in multiple subframes, which may be accumulated over those repeated subframes. 
For example, similar to Release 8 where PO may occur in subframes {0,4,5,9} of all the paging 
frames, the WTRU may be indicated to receive repeated paging messages in up to four of 
those paging occasions. The WTRU may be explicitly notified by the network that the number 
of subframes the paging message may be repeated. In an embodiment, the WTRU may 
decode the PDCCH with P-RNTI in subframe 0 and not decode the PDCCH with P-RNTI in the 
other subsequent subframes but decode the PDSCH in the same location as the first 
subframe, (e.g., subframe 0).

[0271] For additional cumulative gains of the paging message, the WTRU may receive the 
paging message in other subframes beyond the four subframes {0,4,5,9}. The WTRU may be 
explicitly notified by the network of the subframes that may send a paging message during the 
paging frame.

[0272] In an embodiment, all transmission steps may have a time window so that a WTRU may 
perform one step at a time. For example, the DL transmission steps may be defined as four 
time windows such as an (E)PDCCH window, a PDSCH window, a Gap, and an A/N window so 
that a WTRU may receive a DL control channel only in the (E)PDCCH window and the PDSCH 
in the PDSCH window. Likewise, the A/N for a PDSCH may be transmitted only in an 
ACK/NACK (A/N) window. Therefore, a WTRU may monitor (E)PDCCH in (E)PDCCH while the 
WTRU may assume that PDSCH is not transmitted during the (E)PDCCH window. In addition, 
the WTRU may assume that no (E)PDCCH associated with PDSCH is transmitted in (E)PDCCH 
window. FIG. 13 is a diagram of an example of window-based downlink transmission as 
described herein.

[0273] In another embodiment, a specific step may use the window-based transmission. In this 
case, the following methods may be used. For example, the (E)PDCCH and PDSCH may have 
the window, while the A/N transmission may be finished within a subframe. In another example,
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the (E)PDCCH may have the time window, while the other transmissions may be finished within 
a subframe. In another example, the (E)PDCCH and A/N transmissions may have the window, 
while the PDSCH transmission may be finished within a subframe. In another example, the 
PDSCH transmissions may have the window, while the other transmissions may be finished 
within a subframe.

[0274] For the window-based transmission, one or more of the followings methods may apply. 
In an example method, each time window may include two or more subframes, and a different 
number of subframes may be used according to the type of window. For example, Nepcjcch, 

Npdscb Ngap, and Nharq may be respectively used for the (E)PDCCH window, the PDSCH 

window, the Gap, and the A/N window to define the window size. The values for the example 
configuration illustrated in FIG. 13 are Nepc|cch=6, Npc|SCh=11, Ngap=4, and Nharq=9. The values 

of Nepdcch. Npc|sch, Ngap, and Nharq may be predefined for the coverage enhanced transmission. 

The values of Nepc|cch, Npc|SCh, Ngap, and Nharq maY be configured via broadcasting channels.

[0275] In an embodiment, in the (E)PDCCH window, a WTRU may monitor search spaces to 
receive DCIs for the PDSCH and/or the PUSCH. In an example, the (E)PDCCH window may be 
defined separately for UL and DL transmissions. Therefore, two types of (E)PDCCH windows 
may be defined, such as the UL-(E)PDCCH-window and the DL-(E)PDCCH-window. The UL- 
(E)PDCCH-window and the DL-(E)PDCCH-window may be mutually exclusive in the time 
domain. Thus, a WTRU may be required to monitor either PUSCH-related DCI or PDSCH- 
related DCI. Alternatively, the UL-(E)PDCCH-window and the DL-(E)PDCCH-window may be 
partially or fully overlapped in the time domain so that a WTRU may monitor both PDSCH and 
PUSCH-related DCI in the subframe where the UL-(E)PDCCH-window and DL-(E)PDCCH- 
window are overlapped.

[0276] In another example, the WTRU-specific search space may be split to a UL-(E)PDCCH- 
window and a DL-(E)PDCCH-window, while the common search space may be located in both 
windows. For instance, the DCI formats related to the PDSCH transmission, (for example, 
1A/2/2A/2B/2C), may only be transmitted in the DL-(E)PDCCH-window, and the DCI formats 
related to the PUSCH transmission, (for example, 0/1), may only be transmitted in the UL- 
(E)PDCCH-window. In this case, the following window may be dependent on the type of 
(E)PDCCH window. For example, the PDSCH window may be or may always be located after 
the DL-EPDCCH-window, and the PUSCH window may be located after the UL-(E)PDCCH- 
window.

[0277] In another example, a single (E)PDCCH window may be used for both the PDSCH and
the PUSCH. Hence, a WTRU may need to monitor DCI formats for both the PDSCH and the
PUSCH within the (E)PDCCH window. Here, the following window may be dependent on the
DCI format type in the (E)PDCCH window. For example, if a WTRU may receive a DCI format
related to the PUSCH, the following window may become the PUSCH window so that the
WTRU may transmit the PUSCH. On the other hand, if a WTRU receives a DCI format related
to the PDSCH, the following window may become the PDSCH window so that the WTRU may
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receive the PDSCH in the following window.

[0278] In another example, if a WTRU receives a DCI and its CRC is scrambled with the 
WTRU's C-RNTI and the DCI is related to the PDSCH, the WTRU may need to report an A/N 
within the A/N window. The A/N transmission corresponding to the PDSCH may be transmitted 
repetitively within the A/N window.

[0279] In another example, an (E)PDCCH targeting a WTRU may be transmitted only in a 
single subframe within the (E)PDCCH window. Therefore, if a WTRU receives the (E)PDCCH 
targeted for the WTRU in the WTRU-specific search space in a subframe within the (E)PDCCH 
window, the WTRU may be allowed/permitted not to monitor the (E)PDCCH in a WTRU-specific 
search space in the (E)PDCCH window. In other words, if a WTRU succeeds to receive a DCI 
scrambled with a C-RNTI in a WTRU-specific search space, the WTRU may assume that there 
is no other DCI scrambled with the C-RNTI in the WTRU-specific search space. This may allow 
for avoiding unnecessary WTRU complexity.

[0280] In another example, an (E)PDCCH may be transmitted over multiple subframes within 
the (E)PDCCH window so that a WTRU may accumulate the signals over multiple subframes. 
Here, the repetition may be guaranteed in the same (E)PDCCH candidate so that a WTRU 
may accumulate the same (E)PDCCH candidate over multiple subframes within the (E)PDCCH 
window. Therefore, the (E)PDCCH WTRU-specific search space may be fixed over the 
(E)PDCCH window. Alternatively, although the same (E)PDCCH candidate may be used for the 
repetition, the WTRU-specific search space may be changed as a function of the subframe 
number. In another example, the (E)PDCCH candidate may be hopped in a predefined manner 
so that time/frequency diversity gain may be increased.

[0281] In another embodiment, in the PDSCH window, a WTRU may receive the PDSCH in the 
PDSCH window and one or more of the following methods may apply. In an example, the 
PDSCH may be repetitively transmitted in the same frequency resources within the PDSCH 
window. For instance, if a corresponding DCI for the PDSCH indicates that the PDSCH is 
located in specific PRBs, the PRBs may all be reserved within the PDSCH window. Therefore, if 
a WTRU receives the PDSCH, the WTRU may accumulate the signals in the specific PRBs for 
PDSCH decoding over multiple subframes within PDSCH window. In another example, the 
PDSCH may be repetitively transmitted in the frequency domain so that a WTRU may 
accumulate the PRBs in the frequency domain. Here, the repetition may be based on PRB 
level, and the same MCS level may be used. Therefore, a WTRU may integrate signals before 
demodulation.

[0282] In another example, the PDSCH may be repetitively transmitted in the time and 
frequency domains. Here, the frequency domain repetition may be based on the rate-matching 
operation, while the time domain repetition may be based on the data symbol repetition.

[0283] In another example, the PDSCH may be transmitted in a specific subframe only. Here, 
the DCI for a DL transmission transmitted in the (E)PDCCH window may include the subframe 
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information as well as the frequency resource information for the PDSCH transmission. For 
example, if 4 subframes are used in a PDSCH window, two-bits may be used to indicate which 
subframe includes the PDSCH.

[0284] In another embodiment, in the A/N window, a WTRU may transmit an A/N in the A/N 
window if the WTRU received the PDSCH in the PDSCH window. In this case, one or more of 
the following methods may apply. In an example, the A/N resource may be allocated as a 
function of the resource index of the corresponding (E)PDCCH for the PDSCH transmission. 
For example, the first (E)CCE index of the (E)PDCCH may be used if the repetition-based 
(E)PDCCH is used. Alternatively, the A/N resource may be allocated as a function of the 
resource index and subframe number in which the corresponding (E)PDCCH is transmitted if 
the (E)PDCCH is transmitted only in a subframe within the (E)PDCCH window. For example, if 
4 subframes are used in the (E)PDCCH window, the A/N resource may be allocated as a 
function of the subframe location within the (E)PDCCH window (e.g., 0, 1,2, or 3), and the first 
(E)CCE index.

[0285] In another example, the A/N resource may be allocated as a function of the resource 
index of the PDSCH. For example, the first PRB index for the PDSCH may be used if repetition
based PDSCH is used. Alternatively, the A/N resource may be allocated as a function of the 
resource index and subframe in which the PDSCH is transmitted if the PDSCH is transmitted 
only in a subframe within the PDSCH window.

[0286] In another example, the A/N resource may be allocated as a function of the resource 
index of the PDSCH and corresponding (E)PDCCH. Here, the first (E)CCE index and the first 
PRB index may be used at the same time so that A/N resource collision may be avoided even 
though multi-user based (E)PDCCH and PDSCH transmission is used. In another example, the 
A/N may be transmitted repetitively within the A/N window. For instance, if a PUCCH resource 
is allocated, the WTRU may need to transmit the same A/N signal repetitively in the same A/N 
resource in every subframe during the A/N window. In another example, the A/N corresponding 
to a PDSCH may be transmitted only in a subframe. Therefore, the A/N resource may be 
allocated only in a subframe based on the (E)PDCCH and/or PDSCH resource used.

[0287] Described herein are applications for using a coverage enhancement mode. A WTRU 
may apply all embodiments and examples herein individually or in combination as part of a 
coverage enhancement mode of operation.

[0288] A WTRU may operate in coverage enhancement mode from power on, which may be 
indicated in its capabilities. For example, a WTRU may be pre-configured to start operating in 
coverage enhancement mode and, accordingly, may perform cell search, network access, 
(e.g., PRACH process, and other connected mode procedures based on the procedures as 
described herein instead of legacy, for example, Release 11 or earlier procedures.

[0289] A WTRU may switch between legacy operations and coverage enhancement mode and 
may indicate support for coverage enhancement mode to the network as part of its WTRU 
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capabilities indication, for example, via RRC signaling.

[0290] A WTRU may switch from normal to coverage enhancement mode using one or more 
of the following methods. In an example, the WTRU may receive an indication to operate in 
coverage enhancement mode from the network. For example, the WTRU may receive an RRC 
reconfiguration message with PDCP, RLC, and MAC parameters with reduced SN sizes and 
other changes to the header configuration as described above.

[0291] In another example, the WTRU may measure and/or detect changes in environment 
such that a WTRU may no longer operate in normal mode and may begin operation in 
coverage enhancement mode. The WTRU may switch under one or more of the following 
example conditions. In an example, during cell selection/reselection, a WTRU may find a 
suitable cell under coverage enhancement conditions but not in normal operation conditions. 
For instance, the WTRU may not be able to meet the criteria of a suitable cell, as defined in 
SIB1 of a cell, but may meet the criteria of a suitable cell with coverage enhancements, as 
defined, for example, in the LC-MIB. In another example, if network access attempts and 
PRACH procedures fail in normal mode, the WTRU may switch to a coverage enhancement 
mode PRACH procedure as described herein. In another example, the WTRU may switch upon 
radio link failure detection and subsequent re-establishment to the serving cell. In another 
example, the WTRU may switch based on connected mode or IDLE mode measurements, the 
current serving cell RSRP/RSRQ falling below a certain threshold, or there being no neighbor 
cells whose measurements meet the criteria for handover or cell re-selection.

[0292] In another example, if PSS/SSS detection takes a longer time than a certain threshold, 
the WTRU may switch to coverage enhancement mode. The threshold may be defined as a 
time window, such as x-ms. In another example, the WTRU may not be able to properly 
acquire and decode the PBCH and/or the SIB1 and may be able to acquire the LC-MIB and 
may be able to acquire full or a subset of SFN through signals from the cell for coverage 
enhancement purposes as described herein. For example, the WTRU may continue with a cell 
access and connection establishment procedure, (e.g., an RRC connection request), in 
coverage enhancement mode if the WTRU acquires the necessary configuration, such as for 
random access through the LC-SIB and the SFN value, to determine the appropriate RACH 
resource to initiate the random access procedure.

[0293] In another embodiment, a WTRU may indicate the change to coverage enhancement 
mode and/or request to change to coverage enhancement mode to the network by using one 
or more of the following methods. In an example, a measurement report, which may include a 
request indication to change operation modes may be sent periodically or in response to an 
event trigger, as configured, for example, in the measurement object from the network. In 
another example, PRACH preambles may indicate to the network that the mode of operation of 
the WTRU has changed. In another example, an indication may be made in the RRC 
connection request or re-establishment that the WTRU may operate in a coverage 
enhancements mod. For example, this indication may be included as a cause IE in an RRC 
connection request or re-establishment request message.
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[0294] In another embodiment, a WTRU may transition from a coverage enhancement mode 
back to normal operation mode using one or more of the following example methods. In an 
example, a WTRU may autonomously return back to a normal mode of operation upon 
detection of improved coverage conditions while in IDLE or connected mode. This detection 
may be done using one or more of the following methods. In an example, the WTRU may 
detect this improvement by acquiring legacy MIBs and/or SIBs using, for example, legacy 
procedures. In another example, the WTRU may be able to meet the suitable cell criteria as 
specified in SIB1 of a cell. For instance, this may be part of a cell selection procedure when the 
WTRU returns from connected to IDLE mode or as part of connection establishment for data 
transmission. In another example, random access procedures may be successful using legacy 
RACH procedures. For example, the WTRU may consider returning to normal operating 
conditions upon receiving a successful random access response from the eNB within X 
preamble re-transmissions. The threshold value Xfor preamble transmissions may be defined 
as the maximum number of preamble transmissions as defined in SIB2 or a separate value as 
configured by the cell and may be transmitted as part of RACH configurations in SIB2. In 
another example, based on measurements, the WTRU may detect improvements, for 
example, to RSRP measurement values. For example, the WTRU may provide a measurement 
report to an eNB indicating that RSRP has improved above a pre-defined threshold, indicating 
that normal operation mode may be possible. In another example, a WTRU may indicate 
detected improvements based on power headroom report (PHR) and the transmitted UL 
power. The trigger for a PHR to the eNB may be triggered by an improvement to measured 
pathloss, for example.

[0295] In another embodiment, a WTRU may, during RRC connection establishment, indicate 
its return to normal operation mode by using a normal, (e.g., Release 11), defined cause for an 
RRC connection request.

[0296] In another embodiment, the eNB may also detect coverage improvements for the 
WTRU, and the WTRU may be indicated to operate normally by an eNB. This may be done 
using one or more of the following methods. In an example, the WTRU may receive RRC 
reconfiguration with data radio bearer parameters for Release 11 or earlier configurations. In 
another method, the WTRU may receive an RRC connection release with an indication for 
normal operation mode such that the WTRU may perform cell selection to the same cell with, 
for example, normal Release 11 cell selection procedures and criteria. In another example, the 
WTRU may receive an RRC message for intra-cell handover with a dedicated RACH 
procedure. The WTRU may be able to verify improved coverage conditions with the contention 
free RACH procedure, and, additionally, the WTRU may reset the MAC, RLC, and PDCP layers 
for the traffic bearer to allow for a normal mode of operation.

[0297] Described herein are example methods of detection of improved coverage conditions in
which an eNB may trigger the above signaling for a WTRU to return to normal operating mode.
In an example, an eNB may detect that the number of HARQ retransmissions and RLC SDU
retransmissions for each data packet that the WTRU in coverage enhancement mode needs to
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receive and/or transmit has decreased. The eNB may also detect the decreased BLER rate of 
the data bearer. In another example, the eNB may detect that the transmission power of the 
WTRU has decreased by a certain threshold based on the closed power control parameters 
provided to the WTRU for UL transmissions. In another example, the eNB may detect 
improved UL conditions based on measurements of the SRS, as transmitted by the WTRU.

[0298] Described herein are methods for multi-level coverage limitation indications. In an 
embodiment, a WTRU may indicate the coverage limitation level by using one or more of the 
following methods. In an example, a WTRU may report, or may be configured to report, a 
required repetition level for data, control, and/or broadcasting channels, including one or more 
of the PUSCH, the PDSCH, and the (E)PDCCH. For isntance, if a WTRU required 'n' repetitions 
for the PDSCH for coverage enhancement, the WTRU may report the 'n' so that the eNB may 
detemine the coverage limitation level of the WTRU. In another example, a WTRU may directly 
report RSRP measurements via higher layer signaling or UL control channels.

[0299] A WTRU in coverage enhancement mode may use one or more of the following 
modified radio link monitoring (RLM) and radio link failure (RLF) detection procedures. In an 
example, a WTRU may configure the Qjn and/or Qout threshold values for in-sync and out-of

sync indications, respectively, as a function of the coverage enhancement mode and/or an 
amount of coverage enhancements for which the WTRU may be configured. The adjustment of 
Qin/Qout threshold values for normal operation may be pre-defined according to the coverage 

enhancement amount or may be signaled to the WTRU by the network. The WTRU may 
reconfigure Qin/Qout threshold values based on any reconfiguration of the coverage 

enhancement amount. For example, if the WTRU has been configured by the network to 
operate with a coverage enhancement amount corresponding to 15dB of coverage 
enhancement gain, then the WTRU may use the RSRP values for Qin and Qout thresholds, 
which may be reduced by 15dB or more.

[0300] In another example, a WTRU may configure Q|n and/or Qout threshold values based on 

number of repetitions for the (E)PDCCH channel. The amount of adjustment to the Qin/Qout 

thresholds may be a function of the number of (E)PDCCH repetitions or may be signaled 
explicitly from the network. A WTRU may configure the Qjn and/or Qout threshold values based 

on certain channels that may be configured by the eNB with power spectral density (PSD) 
boosting. For example, the WTRU may decrease the RSRP value for Qin and/or Qout based on 

PSD boosting of the EPDCCH and/or PSS/SSS transmission from the cell.

[0301] In an example, a WTRU may configure the Q;n and/or Qout condition period to a longer

period than 100ms and 200ms, respectively, based on the amount of coverage enhancement.
For example, the WTRU may extend the evaluation period based on the number of (E)PDCCH
repetitions that is configured for the current coverage enhancement mode. The condition
period may be pre-defined according to the number of (E)PDCCH repetitions or may be
signaled by the network.
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[0302] In an example, a WTRU may configure the Qjn and/or Qout condition period based on 

an (E)PDCCH receive window length and whether a WTRU may correctly decode the 
(E)PDCCH during the receive window. For example, a WTRU in coverage enhancement mode 
may evaluate the Qin/Qout conditions during one or multiple receive windows for decoding the 

(E)PDCCH. When a WTRU is successfully able to decode a (E)PDCCH addressed to it via any 
possible RNTI, (e.g., C-RNTI, RA-RNTI, Temporary C-RNTI), a WTRU may consider to have 
met the Qjn threshold criteria and indicate in-sync to higher layers. A WTRU may be unable to 

correctly decode any (E)PDCCH during one or multiple receive windows, then the WTRU may 
consider the Qout condition to have been met and indicates an out-of-sync condition to higher 

layers. After a consecutive number of out-of-sync evaluations, for example, as defined by an 
N310 counter and configured by higher layers, the WTRU may declare radio link failure. After a 
consecutive number of in-sync evaluations, for example, as defined by N311, the WTRU may 
be considered to be in-sync with the network.

[0303] In another example, a WTRU may not perform RLM for detection of RLF based on 
physical layer issues. A WTRU may declare RLF based on indications from MAC for issues 
with random access and from RLC for reaching the maximum number of retransmissions.

[0304] Described herein is energy saving for LC-MTC in coverage enhanced mode. A WTRU 
in coverage enhancement mode may remain in connected mode and may be configured with a 
connected mode DRX configuration. In between small data transfers, the WTRU may move to 
inactive or sleep mode in order to conserve energy and reduce power consumption.

[0305] A WTRU in coverage enhancement mode may consider the following to be active time 
for connected mode DRX: subframes for expected (E)PDCCH reception, subframes for 
expected PDSCH reception based on DCI from (E)PDCCH, subframes for expected PHICH 
reception, subframes for expected PUCCH transmission and subframes for expected PUSCH 
transmission based on DCI from (E)PDCCH.

[0306] The WTRU may consider expected reception and/or transmission of the above 
channels to also include the repetitions configured for each channel. For example, the WTRU 
may use window based transmission and reception timing in coverage enhancement mode, 
and the corresponding active time for DRX may include the (E)PDCCH window, the PDSCH 
window, and the A/N window. The WTRU may move to inactive or sleep mode for a certain 
period of time when currently not in active time. The WTRU may consider one or more of the 
following instances to be opportunities for inactive/sleep mode: no data to transmit in buffer, 
remaining time of window based reception of channel in which data has already been received 
successfully, (e.g., the WTRU may configure the remaining time in the reception window of 
(E)PDCCH upon successfully receiving and decoding the DCI as an opportunity for inactive 
mode until the reception window ends), and gaps in between reception and transmission 
windows for the WTRU HARQ process based on reception and transmission windows for 
repetition.
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[0307] The WTRU may, as part of coverage enhancement mode indication and/or 
configuration, provide its DRX capabilities to the network, which may include a preferred active 
and/or inactive time duration. The WTRU may indicate to the network its estimated data 
transmission periodicity such that the inactive time duration after data transmission may be 
properly configured such that the WTRU may have the opportunity to transmit and receive data 
at the appropriate time with excessive power consumption.

[0308] In general, a method for physical broadcast channel (PBCH) enhancement includes 
receiving system information at a wireless transmit/receive unit (WTRU) on an enhanced PBCH 
(ePBCH) from a base station. The ePBCH is located in a set of radio frames which is a subset 
of available radio frames. The subset includes fewer than all the available radio frames. The 
WTRU receives the ePBCH in at least one radio frame of the set of radio frames. The available 
radio frames in a system frame number (SFN) cycle include all radio frames in the SFN cycle. 
The WTRU may receive the ePBCH upon failing to receive a legacy PBCH. The WTRU may 
receive the ePBCH on determining a measurement is below a threshold. The WTRU may 
determine a system frame number (SFN) based on at least the at least one radio frame in 
which the ePBCH was received. The WTRU may determine a SFN based on at least the at 
least one radio frame in which the ePBCH was received and a physical cell ID. The WTRU may 
determine a SFN from at least an offset value in the ePBCH. The ePBCH may be located in a 
center six physical resource blocks. The multiple ePBCH transmissions may be received in a 
radio frame. Thw WTRU may receive at least two ePBCH transmissions in at least one radio 
frame, combine the received ePBCH and decode the system information from the combined 
ePBCH.

[0309] In general, a method for physical random access channel (PRACH) enhancement 
includes receiving configuration of legacy PRACH resources by a WTRU and receiving 
configuration of enhanced PRACH (ePRACH) resources by the WTRU. The WTRU selects one 
of legacy PRACH resources or ePRACH resources based on a coverage capability. The WTRU 
determines the coverage capability based on a measurement. The enhanced preamble is 
transmitted using the ePRACH resources.

[0310] In general, a method for physical random access channel (PRACH) enhancement 
includes receiving configuration of enhanced PRACH (ePRACH) resources, where the herein 
the ePRACH resources comprise multiple ePRACH resource types, and each ePRACH 
resource type is associated with a coverage capability. The ePRACH resource type may be 
distinguished from another ePRACH resource type by at least one of preamble format, 
preamble repetitions, time resource, and frequency resource. The WTRU selects an ePRACH 
resource type based on the WTRU's coverage capability and transmits an enhanced preamble 
using the selected ePRACH resource type. The enhanced preamble is at least a repetition of at 
least a portion of a legacy preamble. The WTRU determines the coverage capability based on 
a measurement. The enhanced preamble is transmitted using ePRACH resources.

[0311] In general, a method for physical random access channel (PRACH) enhancement 
includes receiving configuration of enhanced PRACH (ePRACH) resources, where the 
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ePRACH resources comprise multiple ePRACH resource groups where each group is 
associated with a coverage capability. The WTRU selects an ePRACH resource group based 
on the WTRU's coverage capability and transmits an enhanced preamble using a resource 
from the selected ePRACH resource group. The enhanced preamble is at least a repetition of 
at least a portion of a legacy preamble. The WTRU determines the coverage capability based 
on a measurement. The enhanced preamble is transmitted using ePRACH resources. The 
enhanced preamble is at least a repetition of at least a portion of a legacy preamble. The 
enhanced preamble comprises multiple enhanced preamble types where each type is 
associated with a coverage capability.

[0312] Although features and elements are described above in particular combinations, one of 
ordinary skill in the art will appreciate that each feature or element can be used alone or in any 
combination with the other features and elements. In addition, the methods described herein 
may be implemented in a computer program, software, or firmware incorporated in a 
computer-readable medium for execution by a computer or processor. Examples of computer- 
readable media include electronic signals (transmitted over wired or wireless connections) and 
computer-readable storage media. Examples of computer-readable storage media include, but 
are not limited to, a read only memory (ROM), a random access memory (RAM), a register, 
cache memory, semiconductor memory devices, magnetic media such as internal hard disks 
and removable disks, magneto-optical media, and optical media such as CD-ROM disks, and 
digital versatile disks (DVDs). A processor in association with software may be used to 
implement a radio frequency transceiver for use in a WTRU, UE, terminal, base station, RNC, 
or any host computer.
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PATENTKRAV
1. Trådløs sende-/modtageenhed, WTRU, (102; 102a-c), der er konfigureret til at 

fungere ved anvendelse af en dækningsforbedringsmodus, kendetegnet ved, at 
nævnte WTRU omfatter

en modtager (120), som er konfigureret til at modtage en fysisk direkte tilgangska
nalskonfiguration, PRACH-konfiguration, fra en eNode-B;

en sender (120), der er konfigureret til at sende ved anvendelse af PRACH- 
konfigurationen en første direkte tilgangspræambel ved anvendelse af et første dæknings
forbedringsniveau; og

hvor senderen, på den betingelse at en direkte tilgangssvarmeddelelse ikke er mod
taget inden for et tildelt direkte tilgangssvartidsvindue, yderligere er konfigureret til som 
svar på den første direkte tilgangspræambel og ved anvendelse af PRACH-konfigurationen 
at sende en anden direkte tilgangspræambel ved anvendelse af et andet dækningsforbed
ringsniveau, hvor det første og andet dækningsforbedringsniveau hver er tilknyttet en gen
tagelsesfaktor, som er et positivt heltal, der indikerer et antal gange, som hver præambel 
skal gentages under hver transmission,

hvor det første dækningsforbedringsniveau er tilknyttet en første gentagelsesfaktor, 
der er lavere end en anden gentagelsesfaktor, som er tilknyttet det andet dækningsforbed
ringsniveau, og

hvor den første direkte tilgangspræambel anvender første underrammer på basis af 
det første dækningsforbedringsniveau, og hvor den anden direkte tilgangspræambel an
vender anden underrammer på basis af det andet dækningsforbedringsniveau.

2. WTRU ifølge krav 1, hvor senderen yderligere er konfigureret til at sende den an
den direkte tilgangspræambel ved anvendelse af højere effekt end den første direkte til
gangspræambel.

3. WTRU ifølge krav yderligere omfattende: en processor, som er konfigureret til at 
udvælge første PRACH-ressourcer, der er tilknyttet det første dækningsforbedringsniveau 
til den første transmission, og til at udvælge anden PRACH-ressourcer, som er tilknyttet 
det andet dækningsforbedringsniveau.

4. WTRU ifølge krav 1, hvor PRACH-konfigurationen indbefatter en gentagelsesfaktor.
5. WTRU ifølge krav 1 yderligere omfattende: en processor, der er konfigureret til at 

udvælge det første dækningsforbedringsniveau på basis af en referencesignalsmodtagel
seseffekt, RSRP.

6. Fremgangsmåde, som udføres på en trådløs sende-/modtageenhed, WTRU, (102; 
102a-c), til drift ved anvendelse af en dækningsforbedringsmodus, hvor fremgangsmåden 
er kendetegnet ved trinnene:

at modtage en fysisk direkte tilgangskanalskonfiguration, PRACH-konfiguration, fra 
en eNode-B;

at sende ved anvendelse af PRACH-konfigurationen en første direkte tilgangspræam-
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bel ved anvendelse af et første dækningsforbedringsniveau; og
på den betingelse at en direkte tilgangssvarmeddelelse ikke er modtaget inden for et 

tildelt tidsvindue, som svar på den første direkte tilgangspræambel og ved anvendelse af 
PRACH-konfigurationen at sende en anden direkte tilgangspræambel ved anvendelse af et 
andet dækningsforbedringsniveau, hvor det første og andet dækningsforbedringsniveau 
hver er tilknyttet en gentagelsesfaktor, som er et positivt heltal, der indikerer et antal 
gange, som hver præambel skal gentages under hver transmission,

hvor det første dækningsforbedringsniveau er tilknyttet en første gentagelsesfaktor, 
der er lavere end en anden gentagelsesfaktor, som er tilknyttet det andet dækningsforbed
ringsniveau, og

hvor den første direkte tilgangspræambel anvender første underrammer på basis af 
det første dækningsforbedringsniveau, og hvor den anden direkte tilgangspræambel an
vender anden underrammer på basis af det andet dækningsforbedringsniveau.

7. Fremgangsmåde ifølge krav 6 ydermere omfattende at sende den anden direkte 
tilgangspræambel ved anvendelse af en højere effekt end den første direkte tilgangspræ
ambel.

8. Fremgangsmåde ifølge krav 6 ydermere omfattende: at udvælge første PRACH- 
ressourcer, der er tilknyttet det første dækningsforbedringsniveau for den første transmis
sion, og at udvælge anden PRACH-ressourcer, som er tilknyttet det andet dækningsforbed
ringsniveau.

9. Fremgangsmåde ifølge krav 6, hvor PRACH-konfigurationen indbefatter en genta
gelsesfaktor.

10. Fremgangsmåde ifølge krav 6, hvor det første dækningsforbedringsniveau ud
vælges på basis af en referencesignalsmodtagelseseffekt, RSRP.
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